
* “Yahweh” is the correct anglicisation of the Hebrew word generally translated “the
LORD”;

“Yahshua” is the correct anglicisation of the Hebrew word generally translated “Jesus” and
means “Salvation of Yahweh”; The word generally translated “Christ” or “Messiah” actually
means “anointed one” referring to the anointing of the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh on

all who truly believe; Other Hebrew words and other terms used in this document are
summarized on page A.3

YAHSHUA IS THE ANOINTED SALVATION OF YAHWEH
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ABSTRACT: Many articles in recent months have indicated that Satan is scheduled to be bound and cast into the
Bottomless Pit on or about Passover 2003.  It has also been indicated that currently Satan is winning
the battle and that in the sight of Yahweh, the Body of Believers have never been more apostate and
in error than they are today.

Reference has also been made to the need for a global Strategic Plan which all believers can adopt and,
led by the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh, can apply themselves to as led.  Since early November 2001,
Yahweh has led the writer into an extremely detailed strategic analysis process using tools and
methodologies that the writer has learned and developed, led by the Spirit of Yahweh, over several
decades as a management consultant and strategist.  This analysis has evaluated in-depth the
strategic factors for success in marriage in the faith, the factors for a successful covenant based
corporate organization, including ministry, business or government, the headlines of a global strategic
plan for the Kingdom of Yahweh on earth and most recently at strategic Critical SWOT (Strength,
Weakness, Opportunity and Threat) analysis of the Body of Believers on earth today together with an
analysis of Critical Doctrinal Factors.  This analysis provides the overall global context for the detailed
strategic analysis that has been undertaken and which will, Yahweh willing, be reported in sequels to
this article.

This analysis is presented with numerical weights and ratings given by Yahweh together with
interpretation of the weights and ratings.  From these Yahweh shows in detail the extremely serious
condition that the Body of Believers is currently in relative to the short term objective of casting Satan
into the Pit as well as relative to the objective of ushering in the reign of anointed believers and the
first resurrection.

The critical strengths of the body today relate almost exclusively to technology and resources with no
strengths relating to spiritual or scriptural status.  Yahweh speaks particularly harshly against ministries
which distribute His Word for financial gain and prevent the poor from having access to these teachings.
Yahweh also speaks harshly to all those who have been blessed by Him financially but are not giving
tithes and offerings as He would have them given.  In all factors Yahweh rates the utilization of these
strengths by the body as unsatisfactory, 99.9% of the body are utilizing less than 45% of the strengths
and maximum utilization is 57%.
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The critical weaknesses of the body include complacency, the myth that “Jesus is coming soon”, lack
of awareness of coming judgment, division, competition, demonization, failure of marriage, false
doctrines, heresies, error, ignorance of historical facts and worship of men and traditions and doctrines
of men.  Complacency and lack of awareness of judgment is rated by Yahweh as 80% of what is critical
of the weaknesses and Yahweh states that 99.9% of the body are combatting these weaknesses at
a level of less than 25% effectiveness. 

The critical opportunities for the body today include effective utilization of technology to collect, collate
and publish all truth, led by the Spirit of Yahweh and the use of this truth to break down
denominational and other barriers in the body.  This requires a global strategic plan to bring the body
into unity and recognition of the full complexity of multi-skilling in the body.  In particular it is vital for
believers to seek the anointing and Yahweh allocates 40% of the relative weight to this factor with
20% to the need for a strategic plan.  1% of effort is allocated to development and publication of the
plan, which is currently constrained by limited finances, 99% of effort in terms of finances and
manpower will be required for development and deployment of technology and data acquisitions
systems to enable all believers to contribute their revelations into a pool which can be made available
to all on earth at no charge.  Currently 99.9% of the body is operating at less than 24% in terms of
exploiting these opportunities and 50% are operating at less than 13%.

The critical threats relate to the fact that Satan’s time on earth is running out and he has therefore
pulled out “all the stops” to seek to destroy all believers or to at least bring all believers to a point
where there is no one in a position to exercise the necessary anointing and authority with the
necessary sanctification to send Satan to the Pit.  Other threats relate to the extent to which the world
system has more to offer in terms of power and money, integrity, spirituality, love, compassion and
caring, sexuality, position and recognition - all of which are factors where in terms of the blessings of
the covenants believers have with Yahweh, believers should lead the world.  Yahweh weights the
threat related to Satan’s time  running out at 90% of what is important and indicates that 99.9% of all
believers are 0.02% prepared to counter this threat with the result that almost all will be destroyed.
Overall, 99.9% of all believers are prepared at a level of less than 24% to counter all the threats.

Insofar as the overall weaknesses and threats are directly related to doctrinal error, Yahweh has
defined seven critical doctrinal factors relating to understanding of who Yahweh is; who Yahshua is and
what he accomplished; covenant; torah and judgment; marriage, sex and family; ordinances of the
faith, sanctification and deliverance and other factors.  Overall, Yahweh indicates that 99.9% of
believers understand less than 60% of who He is and less than 40% of who Yahshua is and what
Yahshua accomplished.  Overall, 99.9% of the body know less than 51% of what is critical to send
Satan to the Pit and therefore to survive in this age.  A rating of 100% is apparently required amongst
a certain number of believers, known only to Yahweh, before Satan can be sent to the Pit!  Yahweh
indicates that amongst the highest levels of error occur amongst those who have been to any form of
formal Bible School, Seminary or the like, in the same way that this was the case in the days of
Yahshua.  Yahweh indicates that 98% of ALL messages preached or taught today contain at least one
item of critical error capable of sending the hearers to hell if they apply it.  The balance of the message
may be completely sound but the few moments of leaven will counter all the good that is preached or
taught.

Yahweh is adamant that there is NO EXCUSE for the extremely poor ratings that prevail at present and
that these ratings should be seen in the light of the judgment that is currently coming upon the world
and which will manifest much more severely in the days ahead, particularly on the “West” and
particularly the United States of America.

There is a critical need for all believers to turn to Yahweh as a matter of extreme urgency and to turn
from the very diverse range of errors that are currently paralysing the body and making it almost totally
ineffective against Satan on a global scale as evidenced by the epidemic levels of divorce in the body,
the failure of evangelism to effectively penetrate large areas of the world, etc.

Yahweh willing a series of articles developing Yahweh’s solution to the above situation will be published
in the days ahead.
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COPYRIGHT: All copyright in articles published by ETI is waived.  The Word of Yahweh is a free gift and readers
are encouraged to distribute these materials as widely as they feel led.  Readers are free to make use
of extracts and partial quotations as they see fit and are asked only to consider their accountability on
the Day of Judgement if they do so.

DECLARATION: I James Alexander Robertson hereby testify before Almighty Yahweh that i have prayed over this
document and that i am satisfied that the message is Scripturally correct and in accordance with the
Word AND Will of Yahweh at this time.  It is my understanding, by the Spirit, that this document is

99% as Yahweh would have it  (this rating relates to overall content, NOT to fine typographic or
grammatical detail).  
I acknowledge and accept that i will be judged for any false statements made by me knowingly or
unknowingly and ask Father Yahweh now in the Name of Yahshua Messiah Adonai that should there
be any such errors He judge me in this life that i may come to repentance and not be judged in the life
to come.

PRAYER: Father, in the Name of Yahshua Messiah, if there is anything in this document that is not according to
Your Word or Your perfect will please prevent it taking root in the heart of the reader and let all that
IS according to Your Word and Your Will take deep root in the hearts of all who read it.

PREAMBLEPREAMBLE
This article is the first of a series, which Yahweh willing, will report the
findings of an in-depth strategic analysis of the Kingdom of Yahweh on
earth, as represented by the current Body of Believers.  This analysis is
directed at establishing what is required to restored the reign of Yahweh on
earth through His anointed one’s and also what is required to cast Satan into
the Pit on the scheduled date around Passover 2003.

This article analyses the critical strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats and doctrinal factors facing the body in this age and is vital reading
for all who are aware of what is currently taking place on earth today and
who fear the Day of Judgment and the possibility of losing their salvation
such that they burn in the lake of fire and brimstone for eternity.

The extremely low ratings for the vast majority of believers are the principal
factor behind the judgment that is now come upon the world and which will
manifest much more tangibly in the near future, particularly on the “West”
and particularly the United States of America which of all nations has had
greatest access to the technology and resources to counter the high levels
of error and non-performance reported by Yahweh in this analysis.

>>> MESSAGE BEGINS <<<>>> MESSAGE BEGINS <<<
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A number of recent articles have highlighted the extent to which Satan is dominating events in the world and placed
this in the context of the seven years of tribulation which commenced at Tabernacles in 1996 leading in to the Great
Tribulation which commenced at Tabernacles 2001 when all restraint on Satan was withdrawn when all grace for
believers was withdrawn.

Articles which have particularly highlighted these issues include:

1A1.01.08.11 The Evangelism Iceberg in 2001: Strategic Objectives Of The Kingdom Of Yahweh (21 August,
2001)

1A1.01.09.03 Satan Is Winning The Battle Hands Down : What Are YOU Going To Do About It? (14 September
2001)

1A1.01.09.14 Critical Strategic Objectives for the USA and the World (26 September 2001)

1A1.01.10.03 The Grace Which Restrained Satan Has Been Removed (2 Thessalonians 2:7) (12 October 2001)

1A1.01.10.11 A New Age Has Begun: We Are Called To Reign With The Anointing Of The Set Apart Holy Spirit
(21 October 2001)
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Figure 2: Exponential Spiritual Decay Since Creation,
from Figure 4 of Article 1A1.01.09.04 “Vital Spiritual Principles Required

To Understand What Was NOT Seen In The Attacks On The USA
On Tuesday 11 September 2001" (19 September 2001)

1A1.01.10.18 Halloween: 31 October 2001: Satan's Great Day: The Great And Terrible Day Of Yahweh’s Wrath
(31 October 2001)

1A1.01.11.01 Some Critical Principles Required to Understand the Present Spiritual Situation and to Overcome
to the End (04 November 2001)

The article, 1A1.01.09.04 “Vital Spiritual Principles Required To Understand What Was NOT Seen In The Attacks On
The USA On Tuesday 11 September 2001" (19 September 2001) included a series of graphs and a discussion which
explained how the act of disobedience
involved in eating the fruit of the
“Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil” in Genesis 3 initiated a process
through which mankind, created in the
likeness and image of Yahweh
(Genesis 1:26-27), with massive
intellect and knowledge of Good,
proceeded to learn all that there was
to learn about evil and is still engaged
in this process.

That learning process has taken six
thousand years through to Tabernacles
1996 in a situation where the rate of
descent of mankind into evil and
deception is currently accelerating
exponentially with more deterioration
in four years today than in the first
THOUSAND years since creation.  This
is shown graphically in Figure 1, which
is based on Figure 4 in article
1A1.01.09.04.

This figure also illustrates that the
final millennium of man’s dominion on
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earth involves the restoration of all Good on earth by those anointed believers who are faithful to Yahweh and
overcome in the current Great Tribulation and who have overcome in previous generations and will be resurrected
in the thirty years from Tabernacles 1996.

Revelation 20:1-6 “1 Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, having the key to the bottomless pit and a great
chain in his hand. 2 He laid hold of the dragon, that serpent of old, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a
thousand years; 3 and he cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal on him, so that he should
deceive the nations no more till the thousand years were finished. But after these things he must be released for a
little while. 4 And I saw thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment was committed to them. Then I saw the souls
of those who had been beheaded for their witness to Yahshua and for the word of Yahweh, who had not worshipped
the beast or his image, and had not received his mark on their foreheads or on their hands. And they lived and reigned
with the anointing [of the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh] for a thousand years. 5 But the rest of the dead did not live
again until the thousand years were finished. This is the first resurrection. 6 Blessed and holy is he who has part in the
first resurrection. Over such the second death has no power, but they shall be priests of Yahweh and of the anointing,
and shall reign with Him a thousand years.” (NKJ adjusted for correct Names, etc by the writer)

The critical requirement for the turning point that is shown on this graph is that Satan must be bound and cast into
the Bottomless Pit for a thousand years.

As explained in a number of recent articles, since man has been given dominion over the earth and since Yahshua,
through his sinless life and death regained authority over the forces of evil and commanded mankind to exercise that
authority, it is necessary for MEN to take authority over Satan and to bind him and cast him into the Pit.

As has also been explained, since Yahweh is uncompromisingly righteous, the court of heaven cannot sentence Satan
to a thousand years in the Pit unless the plaintiffs in the case (those offering up the prayers for Satan’s arrest, trial,
conviction and sentence) are themselves without sin and not worshipping Satan by following any of his false doctrines,
living a life style dictated by Satan’s ways in the world, etc.  These plaintiff’s must also be walking in the power and
authority of the anointing that Yahshua purchased for mankind through his sacrifice and death on the tree.

In addition to this, there is a need for a clear strategy for the recovery of all truth on earth in the millennium.

Previous articles have alluded to various requirements and the article on the “Evangelism Iceberg” presented an
overview of Yahweh’s vision for a global ministry to support believers with information, resources, research and
publication facilities, etc at no cost to enable the restoration of truth and the rule of the anointed one’s to occur.
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Clearly the global turnaround depicted in Figure 1 is of unprecedented magnitude.  In worldly terms this magnitude
of turnaround is effectively impossible.  It will require a MASSIVE anointing of believers with the Set Apart Holy Spirit
of Yahweh.  Those believers will require full revelation of how to operate in that anointing.  The turnaround will ALSO
require a comprehensive global strategic plan that all believers can subscribe to and, by the leading of the Holy Spirit,
participate in as required by Yahweh.

The writers background is management consulting with particular emphasis on strategic information technology and
strategy development and implementation using strategic  processes given by Yahweh since the 1980's.  Since July
2001 the writer has been progressively led by Yahweh to undertake a number of strategic processes relating to the
Kingdom of Yahweh on earth.

 Most recently, since early November 2001 the writer has been engaged by Yahweh almost full time in Strategic
analysis.  This analysis has taken place in the wake of the events of 11 September 2001 in the USA (the Twin Towers
and Pentagon attacks), the withdrawal of the grace restraining Satan on the Great Day of the Feast of Tabernacles,
9 October 2001 (1A1.01.10.03 “The Grace Which Restrained Satan Has Been Removed (2 Thessalonians 2:7)” 12
October 2001) and the consolidation of Satan’s position on Halloween (1A1.01.10.18 “Halloween: 31 October 2001:
Satan's Great Day: The Great And Terrible Day Of Yahweh’s Wrath” 31 October 2001).

The analysis commenced in early November with an in depth analysis to develop the structure of a comprehensive
strategic plan for the healing of marriage in the Body of Believers.  As this plan unfolded, Yahweh progressively made
it clear to the writer that marriage is the HEART of man’s existence on earth.  Marriage creates the spiritual
environment for mankind to operate on the earth and for man to execute the tasks and calling given to him by
Yahweh.

As the marriage analysis unfolded, Yahweh gave the writer a strategic outline for the governance and formation of
covenant based corporate entities, whether ministries, commercial corporations or government organizations
highlighting direct parallels between Yahweh’s ideals for marriage and His ideals for corporate life.  Finally, Yahweh
revealed that our occupation, which should be our calling, is intended to operate WITHIN a framework created by
stable, righteous marriages.

From this analysis, Yahweh then took the writer to a more broad based strategic analysis in terms of Yahweh’s overall
strategic objectives for the millennium and from there to a strategic SWOT Analysis (Critical Strengths, Critical
Weaknesses, Critical Opportunities and Critical Threats) coupled with an analysis of Critical Doctrinal Issues.
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This analysis then tied back into the strategic plan conceptually presented in the article on “The Evangelism Iceberg”
and the strategic analysis that was undertaken at that time toward the establishment of a global corporate ministry
to support all believers in seeking all truth, sharing the truths of Yahweh’s Kingdom, etc.

The resulting Strategic Framework is abstract, complex and multi-dimensional and still requires considerable work
to drive it down to the full levels of detail that are required to provide a comprehensive actionable plan.  However,
Yahweh has indicated that He considers the analysis now to be at a point where the writer can start to publish the
analysis in order that other believers can commence praying into the plan in terms of intercessory support AND in
terms of seeking Yahweh to better understand how they fit into His plans for this age and what aspects of the strategic
analysis are particularly relevant to them.

The writer has effectively undertaken one high level iteration through all aspects of the strategic context and strategic
environment insofar as it has currently been revealed to him.  Further iterations will take place as the analysis is
documented and as the analysis drills down deeper into the development of multi-dimensional strategic frameworks,
execution of gap analyses and, Yahweh willing, in time development of detailed Strategic Action plans which will set
out specific actions that can be undertaken by individuals or groups as Yahweh leads.

This article is therefore, Yahweh willing, the first of a series to be published progressively in the days ahead.

OVERVIEW OF ANALYTICAL APPROACHOVERVIEW OF ANALYTICAL APPROACH
The analytical approach has been developed by the writer, led by Yahweh, over several decades and incorporates a
variety of widely known techniques synthesised into an integrated strategic analysis, design and implementation
package of tools, methodology and experience which, to the best of the writer’s knowledge, is unequalled, reflecting
as it does, years of seeking by the Spirit of Yahweh to solve complex, abstract and intractable business problems.

The tool and methodology names and branding are the intellectual property of James A Robertson and Associates cc
(JAR&AJAR&A) the Management Consultancy Practice of the writer which has been incorporated into End Time Issue
Ministries as a ministry to the corporate world and government.  This consultancy offers high level strategic consulting
services using these tools to corporate clients and is now also offering these services to ministries as led by Yahweh.
Increasingly these services are offered on the basis of the client meeting direct expenses and remuneration as led by
Yahweh on an offering basis according to benefit derived and financial means of the client organization.  The processes
have historically demonstrated the potential to save corporate clients millions of dollars in an intervention of from
one to three days and to provide the basis to develop comprehensive strategies for turnaround or global leadership
in the space of weeks.
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Insofar as the tools and technique are powerful and effective, the writer gives all honour and glory to Yahweh - i had
no intention of developing anything like this when i started, Yahweh has progressively given revelation, experience,
knowledge, etc over decades that has all come together in the past year to give a tool-set and methodology which is
highly effective and comprehensive.  That which is presented in this document and those that will, Yahweh willing,
shortly follow, represent only a relatively small component of the rich technical complexity and sophistication which
is available to progressively develop this analysis through to comprehensive results oriented actionable, measurable
strategic plans.

The initial components of the approach applied in this analysis are derived from the “Exmar” Strategic Marketing
Planning Methodology of Professor Malcolm Macdonald of Cranfield Institute of Management in the late 1980's.  It has
been greatly extended by the writer, led by the Spirit of Yahweh, since the early 1990's.  The essence of the analytical
approach is the so-called Pareto (80:20) analysis which is based on the experiential observation that 20% of factors
in any situation account for 80% of the impact.  In other terms, the vast majority of people spend 80% of their time
on the 80% of the factors that will make only 20% of the impact and only 20% of their time on the 20% of the factors
that will make 80% of the impact.

Consequently most people achieve very little of what could have been achieved and this gives rise to gross
inefficiencies in most organizations.

For a truly effective solution, one should devote 80% of effort to the 20% of the issues that will make 80% of the
difference and then devote the remaining effort to the 80% that will make 20% of the difference.  In other terms,
failure to identify and execute the 20% factors will result in FAILURE, EVEN if people are working extremely
industriously on the other factors.

As will be seen from the analysis that follows in this and, Yahweh willing, subsequent articles, one of the major factors
behind the terrible state of the Body of Believers and the world today is the tendency of believers to focus on the 80%
of issues which make only 20% of the impact on Satan and to largely ignore the 20% of the factors which are
necessary to defeat Satan.

This article and those that, Yahweh willing, will follow, are directed at providing Believers with the information
required to enable them to focus their prayers and their lives effectively on the factors that are REALLY necessary to
defeat Satan and to bring the reign of the Spirit of Yahweh to earth through the anointing in order to prepare the way
for the return of King Yahshua, the second resurrection and the White Throne Judgment at the end of the Millennium
prior to the coming of the New Jerusalem and the reign of Yahweh on earth through His people under the rulership
of King Yahshua, for eternity.
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Strategic ProcessStrategic Process
The overall strategic process comprises the following components (these are calibrated and adjusted for each specific
strategic situation):

1) High level strategic analysis using the High Level Strategic View (Snap Shot) development StratViewStratView©© Tool as
applied in the analyses contained in this article.

The original secular processes on which this process is based was directed at deriving six Critical factors giving
16.67% per factor on a uniform distribution.  Earlier this year, Yahweh impressed on the writer to convert this
to seven Critical factors (14.29% per factor) since seven (7) is Yahweh’s number of completion, fulfilment,
covenant, etc.

2) Systematic weighted gap analysis -- StratGapStratGap©©.

3) Detailed development of strategic frameworks – StratFrameStratFrame©© .

4) Development of an integrated strategic design – StratDesignStratDesign©©.

5) Development of a systematic strategic action plan – StratActionStratAction©©.

6) Development of comprehensive strategic project plans which incorporate comprehensive strategic
implementation components – StratProjectStratProject©©.

7) Measurement (auditing) of performance during implementation and progressively as time passes – StratAuditStratAudit©©.

Initial Strategic AnalysisInitial Strategic Analysis
The initial high level strategic analysis or strategic view (StratViewStratView©©) reported in this article comprises the following
principal steps:

1) Define mission, vision, objectives - in this case given by Yahweh.

2) Define focus question for the specific session - in this case given by Yahweh.

3) Brainstorm all possible factors and synthesize critical factors - in this case the critical factors were given direct
by Yahweh.
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4) Rank factors in terms of relative impact or importance - in this case ranking was given by Yahweh.

5) Determine relative weights out of 100% for all factors - in this case weights were given by Yahweh.

Since the factors, ranking, weights, etc were given by Yahweh and frequently related to issues which the writer
had not previously given in-dept consideration to in this context, it was necessary for the writer then to seek
guidance from Yahweh in order to understand what the factors related to and why Yahweh ranked and weighted
them the way He did.  This information was recorded against each factor weighting and is presented in the
tables that follow.

6) In some cases it is appropriate to determine relative effort (physical effort or manpower or finances) or relative
time to be applied to each factor - often the relative weight in terms of importance is very different to the
relative effort.  Frequently a factor may be extremely important but require relatively little effort while another
factor may require considerable effort but not be nearly as important.  It is this dichotomy between importance
and effort that frequently results in people ignoring the small but often challenging or complex factors which
make the greatest difference and concentrating on the “big” tasks which make very little overall difference.
Where these additional parameters were determined, they were given by Yahweh.

7) Rate the factors on a scale of 0 to 10 where 0 = the minimum possible on a global scale, could not be less and
10 = the maximum possible on a global scale, could not be greater.  Ratings were given by Yahweh.

In the analyses presented in this document, the variability of performance across the body of believers is so
great that determining a single rating is not of much relevance.  Accordingly each factor was rated in terms of:

a) The median rating - the rating that as many believers in the world are higher than as are less than, as
given by Yahweh.

b) The mean minus three standard deviations - the rating that 99.9% of all believers is greater than, as
given by Yahweh.

c) The mean plus three standard deviations - the rating that 99.9% of all believers is less than, as given by
Yahweh.

d) The maximum - the highest rating of any believer alive today, as given by Yahweh.
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These four ratings permit an understanding of the overall state of the Body of Believers on earth and this is
documented on the tables, as given by Yahweh.

These factors, ranks, weights, relative effort assessments and ratings together with explanations of what each means,
as given by Yahweh, is contained in the tables that follow.

Where appropriate, additional notes are included supplementing what is contained in the tables.

In reading what follows, readers should be aware that the writer has been immensely challenged by much of what
Yahweh has given him and, at times, has had difficulty comprehending exactly what Yahweh was saying to him since
it materially differed from the understanding that the writer had previously had.  For this reason it is possible that
there have been momentary interjections of the writers understanding which may have some impact on the more
detailed content of some of the notes.

Since the nature of the analysis is quantitative rather qualitative, it is important to note that the prophetic essence
of the analysis rests in the numeric values more than in the explanations.

The tables that follow are extracted directly from the StratViewStratView©© tool that was used for the analysis and contain the
ratings given by Yahweh and the accompanying explanations.

Further contextual process explanation and interpretation is interspersed with the tables.

SESSION DETAILSSESSION DETAILS
The session details are set out in Table 1 which highlights the basic focus of the planning session.
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TABLE 1: SESSION DETAILS
PROPHETIC STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 

OF REQUIREMENTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE KINGDOM OF YAHWEH ON
EARTH

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats to the Kingdom of
Yahweh as Represented by the Body of Believers on Earth Today

(December 2001)

Client :End Time Issue Ministries
Project :Critical Issues For Restoration of the Kingdom
Session :SWOT Analysis of Believers Today

Focus
Question

:What are the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats to the Body of Believers Today

Time Frame :One thousand year process

Competitor? :The Worlds Way / Satan

Date :18 / 19 / 20 December 2001
Venue :ETI Offices

Workshop
Objective

:Develop a basic understanding of priorities for restoring the Kingdom of Yahweh on earth and
preparing the way for the return of Yahshua.  Specifically, determine the Strengths, Weakness,
Opportunities and Threats to the Body of Believers on Earth Today

Vision :Bring Heaven To Earth

Mission :To provide a solid framework against which believers can focus their lives in order to Restore the
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Rule of Yahweh on earth and prepare for the return of Yahshua at the end of the millennium.

Caution :This model is still under development.  It analyses an extremely complex, multi-dimensional and
abstract environment and problem.

The analyst has been immensely challenged by much of what has been communicated by Yahweh
and does not necessarily fully comprehend the full significance or the full inter-relationships
contained in the model at this time.

Accordingly, while i CAN confirm that the overall structure and the main points and weights ARE
FROM YAHWEH at this stage it is likely that the finer details, content of notes, etc contain
typographic and other errors and that there may be some logical non-conformities reflecting the
rapid pace at which my understanding of the solution domain has been developing.

Precedent
Items

:This analysis is a super-set of the main marriage analysis.  It creates the environment in which the
marriage analysis is to be interpreted and applied.

Assumptions :Readers have accepted that we are required to take dominion over the earth and prepare for the
return of Yahshua at the end of the millennium by preaching the Good News of the Kingdom of
Yahweh to EVERY human being above the age of spiritual majority on the entire earth.

StratView(c): Version: 4.91  Release: 0.9  Date: 12-Mar-2001:
Copyright: James A Robertson and Associates 1994, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 2000, 2001

DETERMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL STRENGTHSDETERMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL STRENGTHS
As outlined previously, in a secular analysis, a group of delegates would brainstorm all possible factors and then
synthesise the seven CRITICAL factors.  In this case the factors were given directly by Yahweh with some interaction
with the writer as in some cases initially the writer had great difficulty in grasping what Yahweh was indicating since
the information given by Yahweh was on occasion materially different from the writers own understanding.

The Critical Strengths are listed in Table 2 and it should be noted that NONE of them have a direct spiritual content,
they all relate to technology, modern human capabilities, etc.  This reflects the fact that in spiritual terms Yahweh
is indicating that the Body of Believers have NEVER been more apostate and more spiritually weak than they are today
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while there are numerous technical and other factors which collectively result in a situation where the Body of
Believers have NO EXCUSE for this situation.  We have global communication and the Internet; innumerable
mainstream and personal bible translations, many available electronically over the Internet at no charge; numerous
other Scripture research resources in terms of dictionaries, concordances, lexicons, interlinear Bibles, etc; a common
language in the form of English spoken by an extremely large proportion of believers world wide which facilitates the
sharing of information; numerous computer based tools for bible analysis, etc, several available free of charge off the
Internet; high levels of literacy amongst a very considerable number of believers worldwide ensuring that most
believers do not need to depend on others to interpret the Scriptures for them or to investigate alternative
interpretations, etc and substantial wealth and free time, particularly amongst believers in North America, Europe and
many other nations.

Collectively, these strengths provide believers with the facility to be led by the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh into
ALL TRUTH, to personally and individually research and establish the truth for themselves, to broadcast that truth
should they obtain revelation that is not widely held and to contribute generously in terms of finances to support those
who are undertaking work that specific individuals do not feel qualified or have time to undertake.

As indicated in the tables that follow, Yahweh states that these strengths are NOT being effectively harnessed.

TABLE 2: CRITICAL STRENGTHS OF THE BODY OF BELIEVERS ON EARTH TODAY

No Factor

S.1 INTERNET AND OTHER GLOBAL COMMUNICATION permits world wide networking and communication and sharing of information

S.2 NUMEROUS BIBLE TRANSLATIONS readily available

S.3 RESEARCH RESOURCES  Numerous research resources in form of reference works, etc

S.4 COMMON LANGUAGE (ENGLISH) worldwide permits sharing of teachings, etc

S.5 COMPUTER BASED TOOLS: reference works, concordances, etc

S.6 LITERACY High levels of literacy amongst believers worldwide

S.7 WEALTH  AND TIME Relatively high financial affluence and discretionary time
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The relative weights for the critical strengths, as given by Yahweh, are presented in Table 3.  It is significant that
Yahweh considers the availability of the Internet and other global communication media and the availability of diverse
research resources to together represent 60% of what is important.  In essence, Yahweh is indicating that these two
strengths make it possible for almost any believer who truly is seeking truth to find it and that therefore we are
WITHOUT excuse in the levels of error and apostasy in the world today, both in terms of the accountability of those
who have truth and do not make it freely available AND in terms of each and every person who just “believes” what
other people tell them.

Note that the rankings and progression of weights on this table are NOT all sequential.  This reflects the fact that at
the time the writer recorded the factors, in his own mind, the number of Bible Translations seemed more important
than the reference resources, HOWEVER, this was NOT the way that Yahweh sees things.  This adjustment of ranking
is even more noticeable in some of the subsequent sections.  It is recommended that in reading these tables readers
read in RANK ORDER.

TABLE 3: RELATIVE WEIGHTS : CRITICAL STRENGTHS: BY YAHWEH

No Factors Rank
(1-7)

Relative
Wt

Comments - Weight
Relative importance assigned by Yahweh in terms of how the Body today will be

judged for utilization of these strengths

S.1 INTERNET AND OTHER GLOBAL
COMMUNICATION permits
world wide networking and
communication and sharing of
information

1 40.0% The Internet and other Global communication services make it possible for those who have
revelation to make it available to as many people as possible and for those seeking revelation
to locate the answers to any question they may have.  The Internet is particularly open and
has extremely low access costs for publication relative to any of the alternative methods of
publication on a world wide basis.

Increasingly it is possible for any person LED BY THE SPIRIT OF YAHWEH to locate answers
to the vast majority of questions they may have, PROVIDED they choose to look and provided
those to whom revelation have been given choose to publish.

If an item appears on a web site or is posted as a formal email publication, Yahweh is able to
lead people to forward that link or that item to others in order to get it to any person with an
Internet connection who is truly seeking after truth.
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S.2 NUMEROUS BIBLE
TRANSLATIONS readily
available

3 12.0% There are "hundreds" of formal and informal Bible translations available in English in particular
and translations in virtually every language of the world.  The diversity of English translations
collectively contain corrections of nearly all the translation and manuscript errors that exist
although no single translation is better than 80% accurate and most are at best 60% accurate
(Yahweh's statistic).

S.3 RESEARCH RESOURCES 
Numerous research resources in
form of reference works, etc

2 20.0% There are numerous sources of information in published form, over the Internet, etc which
make it possible for believers, led by the Spirit, to seek after truth.

S.4 COMMON LANGUAGE
(ENGLISH) worldwide permits
sharing of teachings, etc

4 10.0% The fact that an enormous number of people world wide and an enormous number of believers
speak English AND the vast majority of teachings, research resources, etc are published in
English or translated into English provides a MASSIVE pool of information unequalled since
before the time of Yahshua.

Virtually every truth required by man and available from Yahweh is known to someone,
somewhere on earth and the vast majority of this information is published somewhere in
English and is available somehow via the Internet.

This may require people to go to sources they regard as "unclean", "controversial", "heretic",
etc but the information IS available for those who are prepared to look.

S.5 COMPUTER BASED TOOLS:
reference works, concordances,
etc

5 8.0% The use of computer based tools, electronic concordances, word processors, spreadsheets,
email, web sites, etc, etc makes research, communication, preparation and publication of
teachings, etc easier than it has been since thousands of years before Yahshua.

The availability of numerous electronic tools, Bible versions, Bible research tools, etc makes
it possible to cross examine any issue of Scripture quickly and easily.

S.6 LITERACY High levels of literacy
amongst believers worldwide

6 6.0% Levels of literacy world wide are the highest they have been for thousands of years and it is
therefore possible to communicate with more believers in writing than has been possible for
thousands of years.

S.7 WEALTH  AND TIME Relatively
high financial affluence and
discretionary time

7 4.0% Particularly in the Western "Christian" world, many believers are relatively financially well off
and have significant discretionary income AND time with which they can purchase or gain
access to materials and spend time studying, in prayer, etc.

This financial blessing has been given in order that they may finance the work of Yahweh on
earth through tithes and abundant offerings and also through time and effort.  However, the
vast majority have failed to prioritize their time and finances according to the Word and Will
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of Yahweh and will be judged accordingly.

Many who are giving have been locked into giving by rule instead of as led by the Spirit of
Yahweh with the result that finances and effort are being sown into dead or rebellious
ministries instead of into the ministries where Yahweh would have finances sown.  Such giving
will produce no fruit for the Kingdom and therefore no reward on the Day of Judgment.

TOTAL 100.0%

Table 4 lists the performance rating of the Body of Believers today (December 2001) as given by Yahweh.  Overall,
the lower bound rating of 1.0 out of 10 indicates that many in the Body are hardly exploiting the strengths at all.
The 3.7 (37%) median rating indicates that half of all believers are harnessing less than 37% of the strengths
available to them and 99.9% are harnessing less than 45% of what is available.  Even those who are harnessing these
strengths to the maximum are only overall harnessing them to 57% of potential.

Yahweh spoke to the writer PARTICULARLY HARSHLY about the number of believers who are earning income off the
sale of teachings and other materials and through copyright, etc are preventing the less financially privileged believers
from having access to these resources.  In the past year, Yahweh has made the writer very aware of the difficulties
that those who are in difficult financial circumstances have in obtaining important teachings, reference materials, etc.
Many major ministries publish important revelations in hard or soft bound commercially published format with glossy
covers and expensive distribution and then copyright these materials in such a way that it is illegal for others to
photocopy, publish on the Internet electronically, duplicate tapes, etc.  Many modern Bible versions are copyright and
only available for a fee over the Internet from web sites which supply many of the other translations free of charge.
One very important modern translation, the Amplified Bible, is, to the best of the writer’s knowledge only available
from one commercial software distributor as the “New Testament” only at considerable cost and the “Old Testament”
version is apparently not available electronically at all.

Yahweh’s standpoint on this is very specific, His Word states relating to one who sought to purchase the gift of the
Set Apart Holy Spirit in Acts 8:20-23 “20 But Peter said to him, "Your money perish with you, because you thought
that the gift of Yahweh could be purchased with money! 21 "You have neither part nor portion in this matter, for your
heart is not right in the sight of Yahweh. 22 "Repent therefore of this your wickedness, and pray Yahweh if perhaps
the thought of your heart may be forgiven you. 23 "For I see that you are poisoned by bitterness and bound by
iniquity." (NKJ adjusted with correct names).  Yahweh has referred the writer to this passage on several occasions
when i have enquired about copyright on teachings, etc.  Another passage is Matthew 10:8b “.... Freely you have
received, freely give.” (NKJ)
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Yahweh does NOT have a problem with people recovering their costs from those who CAN afford to pay, however, He
has a MAJOR PROBLEM with people who truly cannot afford to pay being denied access to truths which Yahweh has
given.  He also does not have a problem with offering well presented versions at a profit for those who CAN afford such
versions, however, He requires that there should ALWAYS be a way for those who cannot afford such material to
obtain it, at the VERY LEAST, over the Internet.

Two software solutions which incorporate a wide range of Bible versions and reference sources available FREE
(donations clearly appreciated) can be found at:
www.onlinebible.org and www.e-sword.net.

Other information on electronic Bible versions, on-line Bible search facilities, etc can be found at:
www.internetdynamics.com/pub/vc/bibles.html, www.geocities.com/bible_translation/english.htm,
http://bible.gotjesus.org, http://rockay.tripod.com/worship/translat.htm, www.bible-history/bhodb/links.cfm

The other aspect in the following table which has a bearing on many, relates to finances.  Yahweh states categorically
that He has blessed millions of believers financially yet VERY FEW have used those financial blessings for His work.
Many have expropriated Yahweh’s blessings for their own lusts instead of giving generously to His work.

 Others have not acted as wise stewards and have blindly given to assemblies or ministries which were preaching error
or not in His will.  Or have locked themselves into “membership” or “partnership” agreements which have no basis
in Scripture.  Others give into the “begging bowls”, “begging bags”, “begging baskets” and “begging buckets” (Yahweh’s
words) passed round at meetings for which there is no Scriptural basis and without asking Yahweh’s guidance.
Offerings should be placed quietly and without hype in chests or similar receptacles near the door.

 “Offering messages”, etc are used to pressurise people into giving.  Vast amounts have been expended on duplicate
buildings, luxury facilities and other applications which were NOT Yahweh’s will at the expense of making the Good
News of Yahweh’s Kingdom and the salvation of Yahweh purchased through Yahshua, available to as many as possible.
Yahweh has stated that He will judge those responsible very harshly on the Day of Judgment and they will find the
“blood of millions on their hands” on That Day!  Those who have given Yahweh’s money into such ministries will find
that they are charged with bad stewardship on the Day of Judgment.

Yahweh stresses that there is ONLY ONE BODY, not numerous congregations and assemblies which are entitled to
demand loyalty, etc, Yahweh’s people should be free to move as He leads, to give as He leads, etc.
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TABLE 4: PERFORMANCE RATING : CRITICAL STRENGTHS:
BY YAHWEH

No Factor Performance Rating by Yahweh
0 = could not be worse;
10 = could not be better

Comment on Performance Rating
This relates to how well the Body of Believers are HARNESSING

these Strengths Today

- 3 Std Median + 3 Std Max

S.1 INTERNET AND OTHER
GLOBAL COMMUNICATION

0.0 3.0 5.0 8.0 Many believers are not using the Internet and other global communication
systems in their faith walk, service of Yahweh and ministry at all, very few
are harnessing more than half the potential and none are fully exploiting the
full power of communication available.

In many respects small one man ministries are making more effective use
of the Internet than large, multi million dollar international ministries in
terms of distribution of CONTENT from Yahweh.  The large ministries are
inclined to see the Internet as an advertising and partner funds collection
medium rather than making all their teachings available free of charge,
catalogued, listed in search engines, published on email lists, etc

Many major ministries are too focussed on revenue from sales of books,
tapes, etc instead of making the Word of Yahweh available to as many
people as possible at the lowest possible or no cost.  Greed and competition
are major weaknesses amongst major ministries in this area.

The Word of Yahweh is a FREE GIFT to ALL MEN and the copyright of works
and the active seeking of financial reward from publication of revelation, etc
given by Yahweh is an abomination and grievous sin in the sight of Yahweh.

S.2 NUMEROUS BIBLE
TRANSLATIONS

0.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 There are a multiplicity of Bible translations available, particularly in English
where there are "well over a hundred" (Yahweh's words) available today.
Many believers have at least a few translations and read in more than one
translation and make comparisons.

50% of believers make moderately good use of the available translations but
very few make much more than average use. And maximum use is 60% of
potential.  There is CONSIDERABLY MORE that could be learned by
systematic reading of a greater diversity of translations.
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S.3 RESEARCH RESOURCES 0.0 2.0 2.5 4.0 There are very few believers even making moderate use of the research
resources that are available.  Most do not really know what exists or how to
access them.

Professional ministers have monopolized access to research resources in
many communities and have even persecuted "lay" believers for seeking
revelation independently.  This despite the fact that there is no such thing
as a "lay" believer under the covenant of Yahshua and Scripture clearly
declares that we will ALL be taught directly by the Holy Spirit and should call
NO MAN teacher.

S.4 COMMON LANGUAGE
(ENGLISH)

1.0 6.0 6.5 7.0 All believers derive some benefit from the availability of a common
language, most derive a material benefit but none are exploiting the full
benefits of common language to communicate as widely as possible,
particularly in the sense of using English as a basis for a consolidated body
of knowledge and teaching with appropriate facilities for translation into
other languages.

S.5 COMPUTER BASED TOOLS 0.0 2.0 2.5 4.0 There are very few believers making even moderate use of computer based
tools and even the most advanced believers are not using the full spectrum
of what is available or to anything approaching their full potential.

S.6 LITERACY 4.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 There are relatively high levels of basic literacy amongst believers but none
are making anything near full use of these levels of literacy to deliver
systematic and structured teachings across the full spectrum of subjects of
relevance to believers.

S.7 WEALTH  AND TIME 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 The relatively high levels of wealth and discretionary time available to a
reasonably high proportion of believers, particularly in the "West" is having
some benefit to all in the faith.

However, the benefit that SHOULD accrue through believers who have
access to this wealth and time applying them to the work of the Kingdom
as Yahweh intended is NOT being derived.

There are an enormous number of believers who have received considerable
blessings in this area who have appropriated them for their own use when
Yahweh intended them to be applied to the work of His Kingdom.  Severe
judgment awaits these people on the Day of Judgment.
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TOTAL 1.0 3.7 4.5 5.7

CRITICAL WEAKNESSESCRITICAL WEAKNESSES
Table 5 lists the seven Critical Weaknesses of the Body of Believers identified by Yahweh.  These weaknesses relate
to error, complacency, division, demonization, ignorance of church history, worship of men and other factors.

Yahweh states that ALL of these weaknesses are as a consequence of “CULPABLE NEGLIGENCE” on the part of
believers generally and leaders in particular for which those who do not repent in this life will be judged EXTREMELY
HARSHLY!  We have the resources, we have the Set Apart Holy Spirit, we are WITHOUT EXCUSE!

TABLE 5: CRITICAL WEAKNESSES OF THE BODY OF BELIEVERS TODAY

No Factor

W.1 COMPLACENCY; "JESUS IS COMING SOON"; LACK OF AWARENESS OF JUDGMENT; ETC

W.2 DIVISION; COMPETITION; COMMERCIALIZATION; PRIDE, INTOLERANCE AND LACK OF LOVE: Competition between believers, denominations,
jealousy, "ownership" of “sheep”, etc, reliance on the flock for finances, use of worldly leadership, promotional, etc techniques; Innumerable
denominations, etc have divided the Body into innumerable fragments

W.3 DEMONIZATION, LACK OF SANCTIFICATION, WORLDLINESS, CARNALITY: Virtually all believers are highly demonized, Satan is effectively IN
the church

W.4 FAILURE OF MARRIAGE; DIVORCE;  FORNICATION; MARRIAGE OUT OF THE FAITH

W.5 FALSE DOCTRINES, ERROR, HERESY: are rife, there is no love of the truth

W.6 IGNORANCE OF HISTORICAL FACTS: regarding the apostasy of the church, etc

W.7 WORSHIP OF MEN, TRADITIONS & DOCTRINES OF MEN
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Table 6 lists the relative weighting of the weaknesses, as given by Yahweh.  Again the ranking and weight progression
of the factors is NOT sequential, read the table in rank order.

It is significance that Yahweh allocates 80% of the relative weight to complacency, the erroneous teaching that “Jesus
/ Yahshua is coming soon” and an almost total lack of awareness that BELIEVERS WILL BE JUDGED and will be subject
to a STRICTER JUDGMENT than unbelievers.

Yahweh states that if believers understood there was another thousand years before
Yahshua will return, that there will be NO “RAPTURE” in the next thousand years and
that EVERY believer WILL BE JUDGED, then most of the other weaknesses would be
overcome.  As it is, the vast majority of believers, IF judged today will NOT inherit the
Kingdom of Yahweh and will, instead, burn in the lake of fire and brimstone for eternity.
Even most of those who do not burn for eternity will have a PART in the lake of fire and
brimstone.

TABLE 6: RELATIVE WEIGHTS : CRITICAL WEAKNESSES: BY YAHWEH

No Factors Rank
(1-7)

Relative
Wt

Comments - Weight

W.1 COMPLACENCY; "JESUS IS
COMING SOON"; LACK OF
AWARENESS OF JUDGMENT;
ETC

1 80.0% Yahweh says that if believers understood the realities of the Judgment and how severely
they are going to be judged, how severe the penalties are for false doctrine, worshipping
men, submitting to demons, fornication, etc a large proportion of the problems in the body
would be resolved.

Yahweh further says that if they understood that Yahshua is not going to return before the
judgment, that judgment begins in the House of Yahweh, that there are another thousand
years before the end of the age, that they are NOT going to be "raptured" irrespective of
their conduct, that grace is NOT a licence to sin and that most will be destroyed in the
current tribulation, this would further eliminate error, weakness, etc in the Body of
believers.

W.2 DIVISION; COMPETITION;
COMMERCIALIZATION; PRIDE,
INTOLERANCE AND LACK OF

3 3.0% The most obvious tangible manifestation of W1 and W3 is in the level of division,
commercialization, intolerance, lack of love, etc in the Body of believers resulting in
innumerable denominations, church splits, etc which in turn results in the Body being so
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LOVE: Competition between
believers, denominations,
jealousy, "ownership" of sheep,
etc, reliance on the flock for
finances, use of worldly
leadership, promotional, etc
techniques; Innumerable
denominations, etc have
divided the Body into
innumerable fragments

massively divided that it is almost completely powerless with even those moving under the
greatest power, barring a few isolated cases, being largely ineffective as a consequence of
division.

Very few understand the significance of true HARMONY and virtually no one is walking in
it.

W.3 DEMONIZATION, LACK OF
SANCTIFICATION,
WORLDLINESS, CARNALITY:
Virtually all believers are highly
demonized, Satan is effectively
IN the church

2 12.0% Yahweh states that the second most serious weakness is in the area of sanctification with
the associated worldliness and carnality all of which ultimately links back to the levels of
demonization of believers with the result that Satan, through his demons, has effective
control of the "church" and the Body of Believers generally and is therefore able to divide
and rule.

W.4 FAILURE OF MARRIAGE;
FORNICATION; MARRIAGE OUT
OF THE FAITH

4 2.0% The most tangible sociological impact of all of these weaknesses because it has the most
pervasive impact on society at large, INCLUDING on unbelievers, is the near total error in
the "Church" and body of believers generally in the area of marriage.  This is evidenced by
the 70% divorce rate IN the Body.

The low weight only reflects the fact that the previous factors have historically created the
environment for the breakdown of marriage, today.  More believers will fail to inherit the
kingdom of Yahweh as a consequence of the error, etc in this one area than in any of the
other areas and a very large proportion of people who are being kept out of the faith are
being kept out as a consequence of the rabid heresies (Yahweh’s words) in the areas of
polygyny and sexual conduct.

Of all the factors of weaknesses, this is the factor in which the AVERAGE BELIEVER has the
potential to make the greatest impact since the strategic plan for marriage incorporates
sanctification WITHIN the context of a structured marital environment which makes
sanctification possible.  However, in order to choose to go this route believers need a
revelation of the other areas as well.

The restoration of Yahweh's way of doing things and the reign of the anointed ones on earth
will BUILD MORE ON THE RESTORATION OF MARRIAGE THAN ON ANY OTHER SINGLE
FACTOR!
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W.5 FALSE DOCTRINES, ERROR,
HERESY: are rife, there is no
love of the truth

5 1.5% The previous points, particularly lack of awareness of judgment and associated complacency
and the level of demonization have resulted in comprehensive error and heresy in the body
of Believers.  This factor covers all the previous points PLUS all other errors and heresies
that exist in the Body.

W.6 IGNORANCE OF HISTORICAL
FACTS: regarding the apostasy
of the church, etc

7 0.5% The vast majority of believers are not aware of the massive apostasy and evil of the dark
ages and of the reality that the "church" today is only slowly emerging from massive error,
deception, violence, heresy, etc.

Consequently they do not know to test what is being taught with the Holy Spirit and the
Scriptures and do not consider the possibility that their Bible version could be seriously
corrupt.

W.7 WORSHIP OF MEN,
TRADITIONS & DOCTRINES OF
MEN

6 1.0% The previous points all contribute to the tendency of believers to worship men and traditions
and doctrines of men, although, historically, this factor is one of the principal contributors
to the current situation.  Mankind tends to deify anything and anyone it does not
understand or who demonstrates supernatural anointing or relationship with Yahweh.
This tendency to worship men, traditions, etc has played a major role in mankind turning
progressively further from the worship of Yahweh AND in following the errors of men.

Yahshua expended considerable effort seeking to reverse this and most of the prophets in
all ages have done the same.  It is so entrenched today that it can only be reversed by the
massive outpouring of the Holy Spirit at Grass Roots level that will accompany the making
available of all truth in ways that are easily accessible to ALL believers at no cost - this is
a major objective of Yahweh's strategy for the millennium.

TOTAL 100.0%

Table 7 reports the rating of the Critical Weaknesses by Yahweh.  Overall, there are significant numbers of believers
who rate zero (0), in other words, the weaknesses are FULLY evident in their lives.  Half the body of believers have
less than 19% revelation in the areas of weakness, 99.9% are subject to a level of 75% of the weaknesses
(overcoming the weaknesses in 25% of areas).

The highest level of overcoming is at 81%, in other words, those with the lowest weakness rating still have 19% of
CRITICAL weaknesses present in their lives.  Overall the body of believers is “pitifully weak and powerless” (Yahweh’s
words).
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TABLE 7: RATING : CRITICAL WEAKNESSES: BY YAHWEH

No Factors Rating 0 to 10 by Yahweh
0 = Could not be weaker;
 10 = no weakness at all

Comments on Rating

-3 Std Median +3 Std Max Note that the rating is highest when there is NO
weakness

W.1 COMPLACENCY; LACK
AWARENESS OF JUDGMENT;
ETC

0.0 2.0 3.0 8.5 There is massive complacency and lack of awareness of judgment.
Almost the entire body of believers have been seduced by the lie that
Yahshua will return soon and that they will be taken off the earth before
anything bad can happen to them and that Yahshua died so they don't
have to pay the price for their unrepented sin.

There are very FEW who have a revelation that this is not the case and
even they do not have a comprehensive revelation of what is yet to come
and of judgment.

W.2 DIVISION; COMPETITION;
INTOLERANCE; LACK OF LOVE

0.0 2.0 3.0 9.0 Division, competition, intolerance and lack of chesed {love} in the body
is rife.  Even those who are considered to be united, tolerant and walking
in chesed are, for the most part, being evaluated based on comparison
with the terrible state of the rest of the body NOT based on reference to
the life of Yahshua which is THE WAY.

There are virtually no believers who would permit themselves to be
unjustly beaten, tortured, reviled, etc without reviling in return, without
threatening, etc as Yahshua did, refer 1 Peter 2.  Even those who are
close to this are NOT THERE YET.

W.3 DEMONIZATION; LACK OF
SANCTIFICATION; CARNALITY

0.0 2.0 2.5 9.5 There is MASSIVE demonization of the body of believers on earth today,
almost total ignorance of the requirement for sanctification and even
greater ignorance of the procedures for sanctification, there is also great
carnality.

There are a minute number of believers who ARE highly sanctified and
even they are not fully sanctified and free of all carnality, soul force
objects, hurts, wrong feelings and emotions, etc

W.4 FAILURE OF MARRIAGE; 0.0 1.0 1.5 8.0 Marriage is in a terrible state, as evidenced by the 70% plus divorce rate
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DIVORCE;  FORNICATION; OUT
OF FAITH

IN the body of believers, HIGHER than in the world!  The majority of
female believers have had intercourse with more than one man and the
vast majority of male believers have had intercourse with women who
they are not living with today as wives and are "married" to women who
were not virgins at "marriage" and are therefore in adultery.

The vast majority that have divorced and remarried have divorced for
unScriptural reasons and are therefore in adultery.

Even where the woman was a virgin and has had no other man and the
man has had no other women than those who are currently living with
him as wives, virtually none have any revelation of the fullness of what
Yahweh intended sexual lovemaking to be and consequently they have
weak or very weak one flesh bonds and their marriages are therefore
spiritually weak and without power.  Almost universally the house is
spiritually divided, OR the husband is in submission to his wife.

There are a small number of marriages which approximate the way
Yahweh intended marriage to be but even they are materially far removed
from what they could be.

Refer separate Strategic plan for marriage to be issues subsequently
Yahweh willing.

W.5 FALSE DOCTRINES, ERROR,
HERESY

0.0 1.5 2.0 5.0 There is enormous error in the Body of believers today.  There are a small
number who have a reasonably broad revelation of truth in most critical
areas, however, overall there are none who are really near to where they
need to be in EVERY area.

Refer separate analysis of CRITICAL Doctrinal areas relative to those
factors that are necessary for Satan to be cast into the Pit.

W.6 IGNORANCE OF HISTORICAL
FACTS

0.0 2.0 2.5 7.0 There is considerable ignorance of the history of the church, etc.  Most
have some knowledge but have not really consciously comprehended the
significance on a broad front.  Some have clear knowledge in a specific
area, such as the Saturday Sabbath, or immersion, or the Names but
most view these in isolation and have not comprehended the full
spectrum of diversity of error and apostasy in the past 6,000 years and
particularly the past 2,000 years
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There are a small number who have a reasonably clear perspective of the
picture but even they do not have anything close to a comprehensive
understanding of the full magnitude of the problem.

W.7 WORSHIP OF MEN,
TRADITIONS & DOCTRINES OF
MEN

0.0 2.5 3.0 10.0 There is some limited awareness of this aspect although the vast majority
are firmly trapped in worshipping an enormous amount that relates to
men, ranging from their local "pastor" to historical figures in their
particular denomination or grouping, and virtually all are subject to
traditions and doctrines which they sincerely believe are correct but which
no one is prepared to challenge or question because "......" said so or
because it was "good enough for ....", etc

One of the greatest traps that the vast majority of men fall into is that if
Yahweh speaks through a man or performs supernatural signs through a
man, other men then conclude that man is perfect and infallible and start
to deify him.

Many misunderstand the Scriptures which relate to false prophets as
indicating that a man either speaks TOTALLY as a prophet or not at all
whereas these Scriptures relate ONLY to words spoken by a prophet which
that prophet DIRECTLY attributes to Yahweh and NOTHING indicates that
Yahweh will not speak through a person who is in error.

There are numerous instances of prophets in Scripture who immediately
after performing a major miracle or close dialogue with Yahweh fell into
error in their own strength.  Consider Elijah after he defeated the
prophets of Baal and then fled from Jezebel and incorrectly told Yahweh
that he (Elijah) was the only one left serving Yahweh only to be corrected
by Yahweh and told there were actually seven thousand.

There are a small number of people who HAVE a revelation of these
principles and are managing to live on a basis where they do not worship
other people and the traditions or doctrines of men and are readily willing
to challenge and be challenged on any belief.  This is a VERY small group
of isolated individuals and all of them are extremely vulnerable to falling
in this area or to themselves being worshipped by others and accepting
that worship.

TOTAL 0.0 1.9 2.5 8.1
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CRITICAL OPPORTUNITIESCRITICAL OPPORTUNITIES
Table 8 lists the Critical Opportunities for the Body of Believers as given by Yahweh.  This is a broad based range of
spiritual and technology issues which, collectively, have the potential to reverse the steady decline of the body of
believers into total apostasy and, therefore, reverse the decline of the world at large into total Satanic oblivion.

Core to these factors is the harnessing of technology to assist in locating all necessary truth and to broadcast that
truth, independent of human interference, to all who are seeking it, in order that, by the anointing of the Set Apart
Holy Spirit of Yahweh, a remnant of TRUE BELIEVERS can be raised up who will join together in the Spirit realm to
take authority over Satan and defeat him and bring the rule of Yahweh, through the anointing of the Set Apart Holy
Spirit of Yahweh, to earth.  Thereafter, these same believers are to lay the foundations for BILLIONS to come into the
faith.

TABLE 8: CRITICAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE BODY OF BELIEVERS TODAY

No Factor

O.1 USE TECHNOLOGY AND RESOURCES TO FIND TRUTH

O.2 USE TECHNOLOGY TO BROADCAST TRUTH

O.3 USE TRUTH TO BREAK DOWN DENOMINATIONAL BARRIERS

O.4 JOIN FORCES TO CAST SATAN INTO THE PIT

O.5 RECOGNIZE MULTI-SKILLING IN THE BODY and use all members of the body working together to change the world

O.6 SEEK THE ANOINTING

O.7 DEVELOP A GLOBAL PLAN TO BRING THE BODY INTO UNITY

Table 9 lists the relative weights for the Critical Opportunities, as given by Yahweh.
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Yahweh allocates 40% of the relative weight to the factor “Seek the anointing”, referring to the full anointing of the
Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh to the FULLEST EXTENT POSSIBLE!  The essence of the Good News of the Kingdom
of Yahweh is that EACH AND EVERY BELIEVER is entitled to be totally filled with Yahweh HIMSELF and to have Yahweh
live in and through us to accomplish the will of Yahweh on earth.  Provided we will lay down our lives to die for
Yahweh (Galatians 2:20) daily and be led by Yahweh in everything, by His Set Apart Holy Spirit within us, (Galatians
5:18; Romans 8:14) we can do ALL THINGS through the anointing of Yahweh that strengthens us (Philippians 4:13).
Without seeking the anointing first, we will never walk in victory.

The next highest rating is allocated by Yahweh to the development of an integrated, holistic, strategic plan which all
believers can subscribe to and participate in led by the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh without human intervention.
That plan must be developed and published and made available to all believers and Yahweh will, by His Spirit, reveal
to each person what aspect of the plan they are required to participate in and what He requires them to do.  A
necessary consequence of the effective seizing of the opportunities presented here will be a passing away of formal
denominational and other structures in favour of a more fluid universal body of believers who will be led by the Spirit,
not by men.  In the process, the vast majority of those who are currently believers will be destroyed by their error
and weaknesses in the remaining two years of the Tribulation and a new generation will be raised up in the years
ahead.

Again the ranking and weight sequence is NOT sequential, readers are advised to read the table in rank order.

TABLE 9: RELATIVE WEIGHTS : CRITICAL OPPORTUNITIES: BY YAHWEH

No Factors Rank
(1-7)

Relative
Wt

Comments - Weight

O.1 USE TECHNOLOGY AND
RESOURCES TO FIND TRUTH

4 10.0% As indicated in the "Strengths" there is enormous potential to harness technology to pool the
collective knowledge of the entire body of believers around the world, to catalogue it, classify
it and make it available to all believers so that EACH INDIVIDUAL can be led by the Spirit of
Yahweh into as much truth as they are prepared to seek WITHOUT being dependent on any
physical relationship, shepherd, assembly, etc

There is ONE BODY and the HOLY SPIRIT is the TEACHER, we are told to call NO MAN teacher!

As developed in the Kingdom Strategic Plan, technology provides a way in which any believer
who has access to the Internet can access all the available truth, led only by the Holy Spirit
and without human interference or control, PROVIDED an organization exists to create and
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maintain the technology without policing the content.

O.2 USE TECHNOLOGY TO
BROADCAST TRUTH

5 8.0% This opportunity is an extension of the previous point.  The Internet and mp3 digital audio and
related micro technology provide the capability to provide comprehensive on-line access to all
available information in a structured, catalogued, cross referenced database with massive
search capabilities and to provide a comprehensive selection of audio teachings plus a Bible
on portable solid-state digital audio players in the mother tongue of virtually every nation on
earth.

Again the principal requirement is for an organization to mobilise, populate and distribute the
technology and content free of charge to all who require it with the ultimate objective of
reaching EVERY person on earth.

O.3 USE TRUTH TO BREAK DOWN
DENOMINATIONAL BARRIERS

6 6.0% As truth is distributed in the manner outlined under the previous points, the opportunity to
progressively break down denominational boundaries will grow.

Denominations and other divisions in the Body ONLY exist because of disagreement on
doctrine, men, etc.  The more that all truth is available independent of religious affiliation,
geographic location and financial and social status, the more readily believers can be led to
the REAL TRUTH as given by Yahweh without other human beings getting in the way.

The more this happens, the more unity there will be in the body.  Particularly as truths are
restored with regard to judgment and believers stop expecting to be "beamed up" from the
world at any moment unity will become greater.

O.4 JOIN FORCES TO CAST SATAN
INTO THE PIT

7 4.0% The opportunity also exists as a consequence of all the preceding points to join forces in order
to cast Satan into the Pit.  However, while Yahweh had planned for a large number of believers
to jointly undertake this task, ongoing disobedience through the last few decades has reduced
the potential for most believers to actively participate in the merit of this event.

In particular, the opportunity for a formal network of believers to actively cooperate in this
endeavour has all but passed by.  Those who will pray the necessary prayers and take the
necessary prophetic and other actions will now, in large measure operate world wide
independent of each other networking ONLY by the leading of the Set Apart Holy Spirit with
the result that this opportunity, while VITALLY IMPORTANT, is ONLY available to those who will
seize it NOW and run with it which will be well before the formal structures, technology
platforms, etc outlined under the other six points, have been mobilized, deployed and
effectively implemented.

O.5 RECOGNIZE MULTI-SKILLING 3 12.0% We are all "one Body in the anointing of the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh" is a common
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IN THE BODY and use all
members of the body working
together to change the world

refrain, yet few recognize that, as Scripture states, the Body is made up of many parts.  The
human body ranges from the most attractive body parts to the most despised yet, if ever
anyone perceives another member of the body of anointed ones to be an "anus" or other
unsightly member they reject them and turn away from them.

The opportunity exists for believers who put Yahweh FIRST and seek to be anointed to the
fullness of what is available to them and then to apply those spiritual gifts, power and
authority toward a common purpose, recognizing that there are innumerable different
specialist functions in the Body and that it is NOT NECESSARY to understand the role of other
specialists in order to work with them, to change the world.

In this regard it should be recognized that just as a medical doctor cannot train or supervise
an engineer and vice versa, a prophet cannot train or supervise a shepherd-teacher and vice
versa and EVEN within the main disciplines of the faith, intercessors cannot train praisers, etc.

Each has a role to play but it is NOT the role of the "shepherd" to supervise, train or police all
the other specialists in the body.  In real life shepherds are generally dirty little boys who run
after sheep and throw stones at wolves, it is time for the shepherds in the body to understand
this and cease trying to "lord" it over the emissaries (apostles), prophets and evangelists and
to cease trying to dominate even the general function of the body.

Likewise it is time for different assemblies and other groups which specialise in particular
truths to accept that there are other groups that specialise in other truths and that they can
all peacefully coexist and that the sheep can move freely between them since they are ALL
only junior shepherds and there is ONLY ONE chief shepherd and ONLY ONE FLOCK!

Recognize that many who use FALSE titles such as "Pastor", "Reverend", etc contrary to
Scripture and regard themselves as shepherds or pastors are in fact apostles, prophets or
evangelists who according to Scripture are SENIOR to shepherds and yet, because the title
"Pastor" has been misappropriated and pastors have promoted themselves to rulership over
the flock the entire authority structure of Yahweh has been perverted.

O.6 SEEK THE ANOINTING 1 40.0% The essence of serving Yahweh in ANY generation is to die to self in order to be anointed (filled
/ immersed) with His Set Apart Holy Spirit in order that He may live through us and we may
be led by Him in order to overcome and accomplish His objectives on earth.

One of the critical benefits of the covenant introduced by Yahshua was improved access to the
anointing for ordinary believers without having to rely on a formal inheritance based
priesthood, etc.  The anointing is the essence of the reign of the anointed believers during the
millennium which has just commenced and is the ONLY way in which Yahweh's way of doing
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things can be fully established on the earth.

Any believer who will seek Yahweh with all their heart, mind, soul and strength will find
Yahweh and be anointed by Him with His Set Apart Spirit in order that they can do the same
and greater works than Yahshua did.  This requires that they depart from false doctrines,
worship of men, etc, etc and seek to be truly sanctified and set apart unto Yahweh.

O.7 DEVELOP A GLOBAL PLAN TO
BRING THE BODY INTO UNITY

2 20.0% Currently there is no clear direction in the Body of Believers and therefore every minister and
every believer is doing what is right in his own sight or in the sight of his denomination,
movement, flow, etc.

There is a major opportunity to develop and publish a comprehensive, structured strategic
plan for the Body and the Kingdom on earth that can be accepted and adopted by all
believers, no matter what their denominational or other affiliations so that they can do their
part, guided only by the Spirit of Yahweh.

A correctly designed plan will provide a common goal and focus which will permit believers
to recognize their relative strengths and weaknesses and all work together, alongside one
another toward that common goal, given by Yahweh.  An element of this is the removal of the
weaknesses identified in the previous sheet.

TOTAL 100.0%

Table 10 lists the relative effort in terms of manpower and resources (including financial) required to seize these
opportunities.  It is noteworthy that items 3, 4, 5 and 6 require NO EFFORT, they are all purely spiritual activities
involving prayer, revelation, etc.

Development of the strategic plan is only 1% of effort and is an activity currently underway by this
ministry with very limited resources.  Additional financial resources will be required to develop the plan
to it’s full depth as revealed to the writer by Yahweh and readers who are able are encouraged to make
financial contributions to support this work.

99% of the effort and resources that Yahweh has identified are required to establish the technology infrastructure
to collect, collate, publish and distribute Yahweh’s truth’s, as set out in the “Evangelism Iceberg” document.  The
overall strategic plan for this component will, Yahweh willing, be progressively published in the months ahead.
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TABLE 10: RELATIVE EFFORT : CRITICAL OPPORTUNITIES:
BY YAHWEH

No Factor Rel
Effort

Comment on Effort / Resources
This relates to physical and capital effort - manpower and resources

O.1 USE TECHNOLOGY AND
RESOURCES TO FIND
TRUTH

9.0% Limited effort and resources to create data acquisition systems, databases, cataloguing systems,
etc to acquire the information and make it available.

O.2 USE TECHNOLOGY TO
BROADCAST TRUTH

90.0% The bulk of the resources will be required to publish the information and make it available to
people world wide at no cost using Internet, mp3 audio and other relevant technologies and to
develop technology and distribution infrastructure, supply chains, etc as required.

O.3 USE TRUTH TO BREAK
DOWN DENOMINATIONAL
BARRIERS

0.0% No effort required, this is a consequence of the other points

O.4 JOIN FORCES TO CAST
SATAN INTO THE PIT

0.0% No effort required, this will be accomplished entirely by the Spirit of Yahweh working through
believers who choose to seek Him fully.

O.5 RECOGNIZE MULTI-
SKILLING IN THE BODY

0.0% No effort required, a decision consequent on the development of an effective plan and
broadcasting of truth

O.6 SEEK THE ANOINTING 0.0% No effort, a free gift from Yahweh that requires that we give Him EVERYTHING in order to receive
everything that He has for us.

O.7 DEVELOP A GLOBAL PLAN
TO BRING THE BODY UNITY

1.0% In relative terms a very small effort by a small group of people over a limited time frame to
prophetically hear the plan from Yahweh, document it and publish it.

TOTAL 100.0%

Table 11 reports the ratings of the Critical Opportunities as given by Yahweh in terms of current performance by the
Body of Believers.
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Overall 99.9% of believers are doing LESS THAN 24% of what they should be doing in these areas, very few are doing
anything of material significance and even those who ARE doing the most in the world are WELL short (65%) of
Yahweh’s requirement.

MOST SERIOUS of all these ratings is the 0.5% MAXIMUM rating for joining forces to cast Satan into the Pit!  Yahweh
has called numerous men and women over recent decades to take the lead in this area.  Until recently, ALL have
chosen to go their own way with the result that there is no longer time for any single human being to really effectively
take the lead in this area.  Furthermore, even those who are called to support the person who HAS accepted this call,
are too busy with their own interests, their own wrong beliefs, etc to heed Yahweh’s call and the person Yahweh has
called is not yet spiritually in the position that Yahweh needs him to be.  Overall, this is an extremely serious situation
which requires INTENSE INTERCESSION by all who can accurately read the signs of the times!

TABLE 11: RATING : CRITICAL OPPORTUNITIES: BY YAHWEH

No Factors Rating 0 to 10 by Yahweh
0 = Opp not seized at all; 10 =
Opp fully taken advantage of

Comments - Rating

-3 StD Median +3 StD Max

O.1 USE TECHNOLOGY AND
RESOURCES TO FIND TRUTH

0.000 2.000 4.000 8.000 Many believers are making some limited use of technology to seek more
information and truth.  Very few are really taking full advantage of
technology.

Those who are making maximum use are still not fully exploiting all
opportunities.

O.2 USE TECHNOLOGY TO
BROADCAST TRUTH

0.000 2.000 2.500 9.000 Some use is made of technology to broadcast truth but very few are making
close to full use of technology.

Those that are seeking to exploit technology to broadcast truth are doing
so on a very limited scale because of financial constraints, etc

O.3 USE TRUTH TO BREAK DOWN
DENOMINATIONAL BARRIERS

0.000 1.000 2.000 4.000 Very little use is being made of truth to break down denominational
barriers, this is not a primary focus because of the great levels of division,
etc.  Those that have revelation in this area are seriously financially
constrained.
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O.4 JOIN FORCES TO CAST SATAN
INTO THE PIT

0.000 0.100 0.200 0.500 There is virtually no realization that this is necessary and pride, self
righteousness, fear, wrong doctrine, etc, etc are currently making it
virtually impossible for any to "join forces" in the sense of entering into a
covenant to work together, "come what may" under the leadership of a
single individual to make this a reality. 

This lack of unity and inability of believers to work together toward a
common critical objective is one of Satan's most effective tools in his battle
to take control of the earth for eternity.

O.5 RECOGNIZE MULTI-SKILLING
IN THE BODY and use all
members of the body working
together to change the world

0.000 2.000 3.000 5.000 There is moderate recognition for this on a "lip service" basis but very little
practical manifestation.  Those who do have revelation in this area are
seriously financially constrained.

O.6 SEEK THE ANOINTING 0.000 2.000 5.000 9.000 Many are hardly aware that there IS an anointing available although a
moderate number HAVE received the immersion of the Set Apart Holy Spirit
and are seeking to WALK in that anointing to some material extent.  Only
a very few people are walking in the anointing close to what is available to
them and none are walking in the FULLNESS of the anointing that is
available.

A small number are walking in an anointing close to that of Yahshua but
there is a GREATER anointing available in this age for those who will seek
it AND learn to walk in it.

O.7 DEVELOP A GLOBAL PLAN TO
BRING THE BODY UNITY

0.000 0.001 0.002 10.000 There is virtually no recognition of the need for such a plan and even less
knowledge and experience as to how to bring such a plan to pass.
However, the plan IS being developed systematically although progress is
hindered by financial constraints.

TOTAL 0.000 1.300 2.386 6.500

In considering these ratings, and other ratings in this document, it is important to be aware that where shepherds
and other leaders (“Pastors”, etc) have taken it upon themselves to set themselves up as lord and masters and
controllers and custodians of their “flocks” and thereby to control what their “disciples” / “members” / “partners”
believe, what they read, where they fellowship, etc, in Yahweh’s sight HE HOLDS THAT LEADER ACCOUNTABLE FOR
HIS “FLOCK”.  Yahweh states that if a man or woman wants to “take ownership” (Yahweh’s words) of a portion of
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YAHWEH’S FLOCK instead of permitting each person to be taught by the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh and
permitting Yahweh to lead His people to whatever teacher, assembly, etc that YAHWEH chooses at any moment,
Yahweh will hold that “leader” fully accountable for that “flock” and, to the extent that this is RIFE in the Body of
Believers today, these ratings are more a rating of leaders than of the body as a whole!

CRITICAL THREATSCRITICAL THREATS
Table 12 lists the critical threats to the body of believers, as given by Yahweh.  Apart from the threat associated with
the scheduled binding of Satan and casting of Satan into the Pit at about Passover 2003 (less than eighteen months
time), all other threats relate to the ineffectiveness, powerlessness, etc of the body of believers relative to the world
system.

Satan has appropriated nearly all the power, finances, integrity, spirituality, love, compassion, caring, sex, position
and recognition that SHOULD belong to the Body of Believers and has corrupted it in the “church” and the Body and
is applying it to good effect in the world amongst those who are not serving Yahweh at all and amongst those whose
faith is so nominal and so shallow that they are believers in name only but, on the Day of Judgment, they will be found
to be unbelievers.

TABLE 12: CRITICAL THREATS TO THE BODY OF BELIEVERS TODAY

No Factor

T.1 SATAN'S TIME IS RUNNING OUT: therefore Satan and his cohorts have pulled out all the stops and are involved in a vicious battle to survive

T.2 POWER AND MONEY: World system is seductive, attractive and powerful, believers are weak and powerless

T.3 INTEGRITY: there is greater integrity & intellectual congruency  in the world than in the body

T.4 SPIRITUALITY: there is greater spirituality in the world than in the body

T.5 LOVE; COMPASSION; CARING: there is greater love in the world than in the body

T.6 SEX: dynamic sexuality in the world that includes all that Yahweh intended sex within marriage to be

T.7 POSITION AND RECOGNITION: people in the world achieve and are recognized, believers are beleaguered and ineffective
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Table 13 reports the relative weights for the Critical Threats, as assigned by Yahweh.  Again, readers are encouraged
to read the table in rank sequence, NOT sequentially.

It is significant that 90% of the weight is allocated to “Satan’s time is running out”.

In all the other six factors, Satan has manipulated things such that the body of believers, particularly the “church”
has got into so much error and deception that in all six areas those in the world generally excel in things that Yahweh
intended to be the preserve of Yahweh’s people.  Whether in power and finances, sex, position and recognition,
spirituality and spiritual powers, love, compassion and caring or integrity, the body of believers fail to demonstrate
the true benefits of service to Yahweh in terms of the covenants that Yahweh has made with His people from the very
beginning.

In terms of these covenants, Yahweh has promised to “open the windows of heaven and pour out blessings that there
is not room enough to contain them” (Malachi 3:10) and has further promised that those blessings will “make rich
with no sorrow added” (Proverbs 10:22).  Numerous other Scriptures clearly show that it is Yahweh’s will for those
who serve Him WHOLEHEARTEDLY, like Abraham, Joseph, David, Daniel, Yahshua, and others, to walk in prosperity,
power, influence, love, compassion, integrity, etc.

The lack of integrity in the body of believers is largely consequent on the other points as well as on the aspects of
error, etc.  The reality is that most believers will stand up and present a message that is materially in error and
corrupt and then have a stand up argument with one who offers Scripture to prove them wrong without the slightest
twinge of conscience to the effect that clearly there is another side to the story and they might be in error.  One of
the most extreme cases of this almost universal lack of integrity relates to the doctrine of enforced monogamy.
Almost all believers today will insist that Yahweh ordained for only one woman to marry one man and will cite various
arguments, in the process ignoring LITERALLY hundreds of Scriptures and numerous Scriptural principles as well as
ignoring the physical reality of female virginity in the context of Deuteronomy 22 to argue a case which has absolutely
NO scriptural basis.  This sort of gross hypocrisy and crass error is rife in the body of believers today and pollutes
almost every message preached from platform or pulpit and almost every document written.  There are numerous
other major errors that are almost universally adhered to.

Another example is the equation of “Jesus” = “Christ” whereby it is taken that referring to “Christ” is exactly the same
as referring to “Jesus” or “Yahshua”.  The reality is that “Christ” is derived from the Greek word “christos” meaning
“anointed” or “anointed one” or “anointing” and therefore refers to the anointing of believers with the Set Apart Holy
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Spirit of Yahweh.  Accordingly, “Christ” = “Yahweh” IS a valid equation, while stating that “Jesus” = “Christ” has no
basis in fact.  Yahshua was the promised “anointed one”, Yahshua WAS anointed, the anointing on Yahshua, which
IS the anointing of the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh IS the same yesterday, today and forever, it is the ANOINTING
that strengthens us, etc.

In all these instances, the Scriptures translated Christ are referring to the anointing of the Set Apart Holy Spirit of
Yahweh, NOT Yahshua UNLESS expressly indicated.  Many others in Scripture have been anointed (i.e “christos”), not
only Yahshua.  However, the deification of a Greek technical term which is directly comparable to the Hebrew technical
terms translated “anoint”, “anointed”, etc and failure to recognize that Yahshua was a Jew who spoke Aramaic or
Hebrew and NOT Greek, has resulted in a situation where a concept and words that occur throughout Scripture prior
to Yahshua suddenly takes on a whole new meaning from the time of Yahshua WITHOUT ANY SCRIPTURAL BASIS.

This wholesale lack of integrity in the body of believers is, while given the lowest weighting below, indicative of the
overall weak and apostate state of the body of believers world wide.

TABLE 13: RELATIVE WEIGHTS : CRITICAL THREATS: BY YAHWEH

No Factors Rank
(1-7)

Relative
Wt

% of
CSF 7

Comments - Weight

T.1 SATAN'S TIME IS RUNNING
OUT: therefore Satan has
pulled out all the stops and is
involved in a vicious battle to
survive

1 90.0% Until Satan is cast into the Pit for a thousand years, by far the Greatest threat facing the body
AND individual believers today is Satan's need to destroy sufficient believers to ensure that
there are not enough believers to pray in agreement to send him to the Pit.

Only Yahweh knows how many millions of believers this will require and what the required
levels of sanctification, anointing, revelation, etc are in order to accomplish this objective.

Consequently, Satan is currently entirely focussed on destroying every believer that gives him
the smallest legal right to attack them to such an extent that they become powerless to fight
against Satan.  IF he can accomplish this objective, Satan WILL win the battle for control of
the earth for eternity!

The stakes are tremendously high and currently Satan is, as evidenced by the weaknesses and
overall ratings of the body of believers today, well on the way to winning!  It is only IF
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sufficient believers turn to Yahweh with all their heart, mind, soul and strength, harness the
spiritual power and authority that is available in a marriage of a man and several wives in
perfect harmony, seek ALL truth, sanctification, relationship with Yahweh, etc NO MATTER
WHAT THE COST, that Satan can be defeated.

It is ONLY chesed {love} that will take up the stake and follow Yahshua to lay down one's life
in order to be raised up with the anointing of the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh that will turn
the tables on Satan.

This battle will not be over until Satan has been cast into the Pit for a thousand years with no
appeal and thereafter the establishment of the reign of the anointed ones on earth will
commence in earnest.  To win this battle, those who accept the call and lay down their lives
will have to deal with all the doctrinal, anointing and related issues dealt with in the first
Stages of the Global Kingdom Strategic plan and will have to resolve whatever needs to be
resolved in their marriages as a priority.

For these people, ALL the threats below will have to be effectively countered AND OVERCOME
in order to reign victoriously over Satan.

After Satan is cast into the Pit, this will REMAIN a high priority for most, if not all, of the
millenium as there are millions of fallen angels and billions of demons that must be bound and
cast into the Pit and all will put up a massive fight.  It is probable that AFTER Satan has been
cast into the Pit those fallen angels who report directly to Satan will start warring amongst
themselves and that the overall situation will deteriorate in many respects possibly for several
centuries.

T.2 POWER AND MONEY: World
system is seductive, attractive
and powerful, believers are
weak and powerless

2 2.4% Power and money are amongst the most effective tools that Satan has used to ensnare the
vast majority of people, INCLUDING most believers and many "leaders" in the Body today.
People of real ability, intellect, etc seldom enter the service of Yahweh on a committed basis
simply because there is so little evidence that service to Yahweh is as profitable as service to
the world's system.

T.3 INTEGRITY: there is greater
integrity & intellectual
congruency  in the world than
in the body

7 1.0% Despite intense criticism of the world's lack of integrity, the integrity of the body of believers
is frequently far worse.  Assemblies will enter into "partnership" or "membership" agreements,
exhort partners or members to give their tithes and offerings religiously but the moment that
person does something the leaders do not approve of the offending party will be black listed,
bad mouthed or simply thrown out of the assembly without any form of trial.

Leaders will preach from the pulpit or platform but refuse to accept their responsibility for
error or to examine what they teach critically when a sincere believer questions something
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that appears to be out of line with the Scriptures.  As a consequence, many men and women
of integrity have turned their back on the faith to walk in the world's system because they
cannot handle the hypocrisy of the believers.  This hypocrisy is one of the key aspects of what
Yahshua taught against, yet it is as prevalent today as it was then, in fact it is probably even
more prevalent.

Note that at 1% integrity is not unimportant, simply with 90% allocated to Satan's last battle
to avoid being cast into the Pit there is not much available for the remaining points.  The other
points are even greater threats rather than this threat being unimportant.

T.4 SPIRITUALITY: there is greater
spirituality in the world than in
the body

5 1.5% Human beings are first and foremost spiritual beings.  They desperately seek the spiritual and
supernatural.  For the most part the "church" and believers generally are ignorant spiritually
and the manifestations of the Spirit in the lives of all but a minute number of believers are
insignificant compared to the supernatural manifestations that even the most junior witches,
satanists, etc can conjure up.  Consequently, those who are truly spiritually sensitive are
seldom to be found in the body of believers but are found serving Satan where their hunger
for things spiritual and supernatural is amply rewarded, albeit at a terrible price!

Believers must seek Yahweh whole heartedly, sanctify themselves and seek the full anointing
available in order to operate fully in the full magnitude of righteous supernatural powers as
demonstrated by Yahweh's anointed such as Moses, Joshua, Elijah, Elisha, Yahshua and
others.

T.5 LOVE; COMPASSION; CARING:
there is greater love in the
world than in the body

6 1.2% Even in the area of love, compassion and caring the world frequently has more to offer than
the capricious, conditional "love" of most "Christians" and most assemblies that will turn and
tear their wounded to shreds the minute they perceive error, sin or false doctrine in them.

The average fallible human being is much more likely to find compassion and understanding
amongst other religions or amongst nominal believers who, on Judgment Day are likely to be
found wanting, than they are to find such compassion, caring, etc on a sustained and reliable
basis in the body of believers.

Believers must earnestly pray and seek to become like Yahshua who, although he was without
sin, being reviled reviled not in return, being unjustly condemned and beaten, did not
threaten, etc (1 Peter 2).  Yahweh, through the example (way) of Yahshua has given us the
pattern of unconditional chesed {love}, we must now learn to walk in it consistently for
chesed will conquer ALL things (1 Corinthians 13, etc).

T.6 SEX: dynamic sexuality in the 3 2.1% Sex is the very ESSENCE of marriage and Satan, assisted by the church, has successfully
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world that includes all that
Yahweh intended sex within
marriage to be

totally devalued sex in marriage and sex as a sacred spiritual covenant rite for believers to a
point where the massive spiritual power of the sexual act has been almost exclusively
appropriated for the service of Satan.

Very few people who appreciate the beauty and power of sex are serving Yahweh as a
consequence of the massive delusion and error of the "Church".  As long as this continues the
body of believers will in large measure be spiritually weak and ineffective.

T.7 POSITION AND RECOGNITION:
people in the world achieve and
are recognized, believers are
beleaguered and ineffective

4 1.8% Status, position and recognition for believers is virtually non-existent unless they resort to
public relations hype of a worldly sort and even then their recognition tends to be more that
accorded to celebrities and TV personalities than to serious world changing leaders and
national presidents.

Consequently, those who have the potential to make a real difference in the world and the
capability to direct and lead major corporations and nations, seldom serve Yahweh in any
really effective fashion and those that try are generally sidelined because Satan is able to find
sufficient sin and error in their lives to take them apart.

It is only by seeking to put Yahweh first AND seeking holiness and sanctification AND seeking
to be anointed to the maximum extent possible, as Joseph, David, Solomon and Daniel were
that believers can hope to counter the image of believers as being second rate, powerless,
prudish, spoil sports.

TOTAL 100.0%

Table 14 presents the ratings of the Critical Threats, as given by Yahweh.  Overall, 99.9% of all believers are rated
by Yahweh at LESS than 24% in terms of effectively countering these Critical Threats and even the extremely small
number who are rated higher are only walking in an average rating of 66% and no single man or woman is walking
in the maximum in all of these areas.
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TABLE 14: RATING : CRITICAL THREATS: BY YAHWEH

No Factors Rating 0 to 10 by Yahweh
0 = Threat not countered at all
10= Threat totally OVERCOME

Comments - Rating

-3 Std Median +3 Std Max Note that the rating is highest when the Threat
has been TOTALLY OVERCOME

T.1 SATAN'S TIME IS RUNNING
OUT: therefore Satan has
pulled out all the stops and is
involved in a vicious battle to
survive

0.000 0.001 0.002 8.000 Virtually no one is aware of this and virtually all believers are either in such
error and bondage that they are not even aware of what is happening or
they are coming under massive attack and suffering massive loss but have
absolutely NO COMPREHENSION  of what is happening, why it is happening
and HOW TO COUNTER IT!

There are a minute number of people who DO understand what is
happening, why it is happening and how to counter it but they are so
isolated and financially constrained that their capacity to make a material
impact overall is extremely limited.

T.2 POWER AND MONEY: World
system is seductive, attractive
and powerful, believers are
weak and powerless

1.000 4.000 6.000 7.000 There are a moderate number of believers who have been moderately
successful in walking in prosperity, etc but few are operating at more than
half of what is possible and therefore they are not really materially
noticeable relative to the world system.  There are a very small number who
ARE noticeable but their message is blunted by significant error in other
areas.

No-one is walking close to the full potential that is available and all are
walking primarily in terms of the sowing and reaping principles that worked
effectively up to the removal of restraint on Satan in October 2001.  Almost
no one is aware of the reality that the anointing presents a technical
capacity for supernatural financial provision and no one currently
understands how this works or how to make it work and no one is walking
in it at present.

T.3 INTEGRITY: there is greater
integrity & intellectual
congruency  in the world than
in the body

0.000 1.000 2.000 5.000 There is serious lack of integrity in the body of believers on an almost
universal basis.  Virtually no one is truly prepared to admit the errors made
by past generations, the fact that what is taught is clearly fundamentally
flawed as evidenced by measures of performance such as level of divorce
and level of penetration of evangelism into Asia, etc.
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Virtually no one is willing to acknowledge that the majority of major
doctrines of the "church" CANNOT be supported by Scripture and generally
directly contradict Scripture and very few are prepared to discuss openly
different points of view on Scripture or application of Scripture and to
change their opinion willingly and easily when presented with a solid
Scriptural argument.

Many expect Yahweh to go out of His way to show them their error rather
than to own the existence of error and take measures to counter it.

There are a very small number of people who are operating at levels of
integrity which rate close to 10, HOWEVER, they are isolated and not in
situations where they are visible to the world and therefore they are having
NO IMPACT in countering the THREAT which is the worlds levels of Integrity,
etc - it is only when the principles and practices of these individuals start
to IMPACT others in a measurable way that permits those who are impacted
to OFFER those standards in a visible consistent fashion that the rating will
increase.

T.4 SPIRITUALITY: there is greater
spirituality in the world than in
the body

0.000 1.000 2.000 8.000 There is SOME spiritual flow in the Body of Believers through a very small
number of men and women, however, relative to the quantum of spiritual
flow in the world this flow is minute.  There are a VERY SMALL number of
people who are flowing in close to the full power of the anointing in a way
that is impacting the world and presenting power that is GREATER than that
available to all but a few very powerful, very low visibility wizards,
Satanists, witches, etc.

No one is walking in the full power of the Spirit that is available and no one
understands many of the spiritual powers that are available on a lower key
basis than major supernatural demonstrations, likewise there is no one
operating in the sort of supernatural authority of Moses and others in terms
of Physical manifestation of parting the sea, holding back the sun, etc.

T.5 LOVE; COMPASSION; CARING:
there is greater love in the
world than in the body

0.000 1.000 3.000 7.000 There is very little evidence of real love, compassion and caring in the body
of believers today at a level of TRULY being willing to lay down one's life for
another, etc.  Most love, etc is conditional, prideful, self centred,
judgmental, etc.

There are a small number walking in relatively high levels of love,
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compassion, etc but they are isolated and away from the mainstream and
even they have been touched by the ways of the world and are not where
Yahweh wants them to be.

T.6 SEX: dynamic sexuality in the
world that includes all that
Yahweh intended sex within
marriage to be

0.000 1.000 2.000 7.000 There are very few believers who understand in any material way that sex
is from Yahweh as a beautiful, deeply spiritual, totally uninhibited
celebration WITHIN MARRIAGE, that sex IS THE ESSENCE of marriage as
Yahweh appointed it, who understand the power of the one flesh bond in
marriage between a man and a number of wives and who are walking in this
in practice.

Even those who do have this revelation are a long way from fully
comprehending what is available and what Yahweh intended and from
putting it into practice in a way that can be taught to other believers and
that can reach those in the world who have really powerful experience of the
beauty and power of sex that is available.  The people with this revelation
are constrained by finances and other factors from going where Yahweh
requires them to go and from communicating the information they already
have to wider groups of believers.

T.7 POSITION AND RECOGNITION:
people in the world achieve
and are recognized, believers
are beleaguered and ineffective

0.000 1.000 2.000 4.000 There are no believers who have a standing in the world which enables the
world to consider the faith as a serious contender in terms of corporate and
national leadership, leadership in science and technology or in any other
area of world significance.

Those who have some sort of profile in full time ministry have failed to deal
with the issues of doctrine, integrity, etc identified above with the result
that they do not have real position and recognition in society and the world
at large, in the way that David, Joseph, Solomon, Daniel and others had.

TOTAL 0.143 1.286 2.429 6.571

CRITICAL DOCTRINAL FACTORSCRITICAL DOCTRINAL FACTORS
In a number of the SWOT components, issues of doctrinal error are raised.  Different aspects of doctrinal error have
different impacts in the weaknesses and threats and offer different potential impacts in the Strengths and
Opportunities.  In order to obtain a clear assessment of the full spectrum of doctrinal error in the context of CRITICAL
DOCTRINAL FACTORS required to be resolved by those who are required by Yahweh to play a role in casting Satan
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into the Pit at about Passover 2003, a Critical Doctrinal Factor analysis was undertaken using the same process as
the previous points.

The critical doctrinal factors in terms of Satan being cast into the Pit are listed in table 15.  These factors relate to
understanding Yahweh; Yahshua; covenant; Torah (the commandments) and judgment; marriage, sex and family
related; ordinances of the faith and sanctification and all other aspects of doctrine of relevance.

Many of these factors are issues which many believers, if one is to gauge by published teachings, utterances from
pulpits, etc, consider that they have full revelation on.  It is highly challenging to take note of what Yahweh has to
say on these matters.

TABLE 15: CRITICAL DOCTRINAL FACTORS

No Factor

2.1 YAHWEH: Who Yahweh is, what His Kingdom is, His way of doing things, the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh, the anointing, etc

2.2 YAHSHUA: Who Yahshua is and who Yahshua is not, the terms of the covenant cut through Yahshua, etc

2.3 COVENANT: What is covenant, how does covenant work, how do we live covenant lives today, principles of tithing, vows, faith, etc.

2.4 TORAH AND JUDGMENT: What is Torah, the commandments and their application, how Torah forms the basis of judgment, judgment in this life
and judgment at the end of the age, rewards for faithfulness, penalties for faithlessness, lake of Fire and Brimstone, outer darkness, etc

2.5 MARRIAGE, SEX, FAMILY AND RELATED: All doctrines relating to marriage, sex, relationship between men and women, family life, etc.  Marriage
creates the environment in which mankind operates.

2.6 ORDINANCES OF THE FAITH, SANCTIFICATION, DELIVERANCE, SPIRITUAL WARFARE, ETC: All aspects of doctrine relating to the ordinances
of the faith, sanctification (set apartness), deliverance, spiritual warfare, immersion, etc

2.7 SCRIPTURE, PROPHECY, ALL OTHER DOCTRINE: All other aspects of doctrine, how to interpret Scripture, how to interpret Bible prophecy, gifts
of the Spirit, offices in the faith, etc, etc

The relative weights for the Critical Doctrinal Factors, as given by Yahweh, are reported in table 16.
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It is noteworthy that Yahweh states that there is serious error in the Body generally relating to who He is and also
relating to who Yahshua is and what Yahshua did and did not do.  Lack of knowledge in the areas of covenant, Torah
and judgment are ALSO critical.  The first three factors, Yahweh, Yahshua and covenant account for 58% of what is
important.

The comment by Yahweh against other doctrines, that 98% of ALL messages preached, taught, recorded, written, etc
in the body of believers today contains at least SOME gross error of a nature likely to condemn those who believe it
and apply it to a part in the lake of fire and brimstone!  Yahweh is NOT saying that the entire messages are in error,
He IS saying that at some point during the presentation of 98% of all messages, the speaker / writer will say
something that represents a CRITICAL ERROR.  The rest of the message may be entirely correct and given by Yahweh,
however, somewhere, some major error WILL creep in and will not be recognized as error by the speaker / writer OR
by anyone listening to / reading the teaching.  This is a direct measure of the magnitude of “leaven” (error) in the
body today!

TABLE 16: RELATIVE WEIGHTS : CRITICAL DOCTRINAL FACTORS: BY YAHWEH

No Factors Rank
(1-7)

Relative
Wt

% of
CSF 7

Comments - Weight

2.1 YAHWEH: Who Yahweh is, what
His Kingdom is, His way of doing
things, the Set Apart Holy Spirit
of Yahweh, the anointing, etc

1 22.0% There is enormous ignorance, folk lore, tradition, etc which completely distorts who Yahweh
is, His way of doing things, etc.  If this is not corrected nothing else will have any material
impact.  Currently Yahweh is Mighty One and no one knows Him as He really is!

2.2 YAHSHUA: Who Yahshua is and
who Yahshua is not, the terms of
the Yahshuan covenant, etc

2 20.0% There is enormous ignorance, folk lore, tradition, etc which completely distorts who Yahshua
is and what he did at Golgotha, during his life and subsequently.  This must be corrected and
clarified before believers can truly walk in the authority of the covenant cut by and through
Yahshua and before they can walk in the fullness of the anointing of the Set Apart Holy Spirit
of Yahweh.

2.3 COVENANT: What is covenant,
how does covenant work, how do
we live covenant lives today,
principles of tithing, vows, faith,
etc.

3 18.0% Few people today have any comprehension of the concept of covenant as a life time
commitment which incorporates blessings and curses and responsibilities not rights.  This
impacts on our understanding of our relationship with Yahweh through the numerous
covenants made with Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David, Yahshua, etc and it also impacts
on our understanding of what Yahshua did.
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Lack of understanding of the principles of covenant is one of the major factors in the high level
of divorce and marriage failure and the massive instability of modern corporations and
governments.

Restoration of truth regarding covenant is vital to accomplishing the plan objectives and
bringing Yahweh's Kingdom to earth on the scheduled date.

2.4 TORAH AND JUDGMENT: What is
Torah, basis of judgment,
judgment in this life, judgment
at the end of the age, rewards
for faithfulness, penalties for
faithlessness, lake of Fire and
Brimstone, outer darkness, etc

4 16.0% The modern tendency to submerge judgment in Grace and to disregard Torah as a basis for
understanding faith in Yahweh has largely disempowered believers and given rise to a level
of complacency that is currently sending billions to burn in the Lake of Fire and Brimstone for
eternity unless current trends are reversed and millions more will find themselves to be
faithless servants cast into outer darkness on the Day of Judgment.

Restoration of truth regarding Torah and Judgment is vital to defeating Satan and bringing
Yahweh's Kingdom to earth.

2.5 MARRIAGE, SEX, FAMILY AND
RELATED: All doctrines relating
to marriage, sex, relationship
between men and women, family
life, etc.  Marriage creates the
environment in which mankind
operates.

5 12.0% The disintegration of the family with resultant fornication, spiritual destruction, loss of
corporate sustain ability, etc, etc is addressed in considerable detail in the Strategic Plan for
marriage.

It is vital that stable family units with strong marriages are established as one of the
CRITICAL aspects of restoring Yahweh's way of doing things on earth and in order to create
the necessary environment for the corporate service provider organization and all other
ministries, corporations and governments on earth to function effectively.

From a practical HUMAN view point as distinct from a spiritual perspective, this factor is the
MOST IMPORTANT - it is virtually impossible for a man to serve Yahweh effectively while his
house is in turmoil or divided or a Jezebelic wife is seeking to wear or wearing the "pants" in
the family and manipulating and controlling him.  Massive reorientation in accordance with
the Strategic Plan for Marriage is required.

2.6 ORDINANCES OF THE FAITH,
S A N C T I F I C A T I O N ,
DELIVERANCE, SPIRITUAL
WARFARE, ETC: All aspects
relating to ordinances of faith,

6 8.0% There is enormous ignorance with regard to the ordinances of the faith particularly in the area
of sanctification and deliverance and in the area of spiritual warfare.  Yahweh says that
presently there are less than six men and women on earth who are completely free of demons.
Most do not even believe that demons exist and those that do often believe they are free but
are not as a consequence of false doctrines that make it impossible to get them delivered.
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sanctification (set apartness),
deliverance, spiritual warfare,
immersion, etc

There is also enormous ignorance with regard to all other aspects of sanctification,
deliverance, authority over principalities, powers, etc, appropriate prayers, commanding of
angels, etc all of which collectively disempower the body of believers and make them
ineffective except as lackey's of Satan dividing the Body and spreading heresy.

A major effort is required to sanctify the Body of Believers, however it must take place in
tandem with the previous points.  It is not possible to deliver someone from demons when
they are holding onto heretical doctrines of demons and practising them in their lives.

2.7 SCRIPTURE, PROPHECY, ALL
OTHER DOCTRINE: All other
aspects of doctrine, how to
interpret Scripture, how to
interpret Bible prophecy, gifts of
the Spirit, offices in the faith,
etc, etc

7 4.0% There is a vast body of knowledge over and above that catered for above in which there is also
enormous error.  Yahweh states that at this time the Body of believers overall is 98% in error
on a weighted average basis and that even those who consider themselves to be close to Him
are mostly at best operating at levels of truth LESS than 50% in terms of Critical truths
barring a very small number who are currently operating at about 80% truth but who are
obscure and unknown to the wider body.

In virtually all cases, the widespread distribution of error is such that Yahweh has indicated
that in any article, book, message or general conversation, there is a 98% probability that
there will be spiritually dangerous error expressed as fact.

To restate the above - Yahweh states that "98% of what is currently preached from the
average pulpit or platform in today’s 'churches' is materially corrupt to a point which
makes it spiritually dangerous to listen to it"

Yahweh says that He is NOT saying that the entire message or conversation is in error, He IS
saying that the proportion of CRITICAL ERROR in virtually every message is such as to make
is spiritually dangerous to listen to it without discernment and constantly seeking Him for
confirmation and clarification!

The distribution of error is analysed in more detail on the CDF Ratings sheet that follows.

TOTAL 100.0%

Table 17 reports the ratings of the Critical Doctrinal Factors as given by Yahweh.  Overall, half the body of believers
know 36% of what is required to cast Satan into the Pit, 99.9% know less than 51% of what is required to cast Satan
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into the Pit and the highest rating overall for anyone on earth is 80%.  In other words, on average, there is not a
single person on earth with less than 20% error in the CRITICAL areas required to cast Satan into the Pit!
Furthermore, there is NO SINGLE PERSON who rates 80% in every area!  The various aspects of truth are known by
different people, submerged in different errors.

The complete spectrum of truth required to cast Satan into the Pit is known only to Yahweh and His Holy (Set Apart)
Spirit and we must therefore ALL turn to Yahweh to lead us into ALL TRUTH and specifically, all truth required to cast
Satan into the Pit for a thousand years at about Passover 2003.

Yahweh states that “the HIGHEST level of error is found amongst graduates of Bible Colleges, Theological Colleges,
Seminaries and other ‘professional’ ministry training grounds”.  Yahweh states that the problem is “directly comparable
to that of the scribes and pharisees (the professional ministers) in the days of Yahshua”!

TABLE 17: RATING : CRITICAL DOCTRINAL FACTORS: BY YAHWEH

No Factor Global Rating of Believers By
Yahweh of what is Required for
Satan to be Cast into the Pit on

Scale of 0 to 10

Comments

- 3 StD Median + 3 StD Max

2.1 YAHWEH 0.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 Most know more than absolutely nothing and about half know about half of what is
critical, however, very few know much more than half

2.2 YAHSHUA 0.0 3.0 4.0 8.0 There is considerable ignorance about Yahshua, who he really is, what he really did,
how he did it, the basis of the covenant that he introduced, etc and there is a
relatively narrow spread between the rating for which half know more and the plus
3 standard deviations rating

2.3 COVENANT 0.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 Half know less than half what is to be known about covenant and not many know
more than half of what is critical

2.4 TORAH AND
JUDGMENT

0.0 3.0 4.0 8.0 Considerable ignorance, even among those who consider themselves well informed

2.5 MARRIAGE, SEX,
FAMILY AND

0.0 2.0 4.0 8.0 Half the people know very little and most do not know very much.  Enormous error
and prejudice as evidenced by the 70% plus divorce rate in the faith, epidemic
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RELATED fornication in the world and epidemic abortion in many countries

2.6 ORDINANCES,
SANCTIFICATION,
SPIRITUAL
WARFARE, ETC

0.0 2.0 4.0 8.0 Half the people know very little and most do not know much.

2.7 SCRIPTURE,
PROPHECY, ALL
OTHER DOCTRINE

0.0 6.0 8.0 8.0 Half the people have a reasonably substantial knowledge of the general principles
of the faith and the half that know most know much of what there is to know relative
to sending Satan to the Pit - there is considerable knowledge of the factors which
are not important to defeating Satan relative to limited knowledge of the factors that
ARE important

TOTAL 0.0 3.6 5.1 8.0

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
The body of believers is currently in terrible shape and it is no wonder that Satan is winning the battle for dominion
over the earth.

Those who truly desire to serve Yahweh with all their heart, mind, soul and strength need to turn to Yahweh with
great urgency and ask Him to cleanse them of all unrighteousness, show them the level of their present deception,
cleanse them from their sin and turn them to the paths that Yahweh requires them to walk in.  In this regard, the
prayers contained in article 1A1.01.12.01 “Some Useful Prayers” (03 December 2001) should all be prayed regularly.

Readers are encouraged to read AS MANY different Bible translations as possible and to constantly seek Yahweh’s
truths, fully expecting MUCH of what they currently believe to be confounded and turned upside down!

James Robertson
24 December 2001

>>> END OF ARTICLE <<<>>> END OF ARTICLE <<<
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CLOSURECLOSURE
It is hoped that the above article will challenge you and assist you in your walk with Yahweh.  We are truly living in
the time of Great Tribulation for those who have eyes to see and ears to hear.  It is vital that ALL turn to Yahweh with
all their heart, mind, soul and strength and put away all false doctrines.  We must HUMBLE OURSELVES AND PRAY!

Father, in the Name of Yahshua may all that is according to Your Will and Your Word in this article find deep root in
the hearts of the readers and if there is anything that is not of You let it find no root at all.

It is our prayer 17 that the Mighty One of our Adonai Yahshua the anointed one, the Father of glory, may give to you
the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him, 18 the eyes of your understanding being enlightened; that
you may know what is the hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints, 19 and
what is the exceeding greatness of His power toward us who believe, according to the working of His mighty power 20

which He worked in Yahshua when He raised Him from the dead and seated Him at His right hand in the heavenly
places, 21 far above all principality and power and might and dominion, and every name that is named, not only in this
age but also in that which is to come. 22 And He put all things under His feet, and gave Him to be head over all things
to the Body, 23 which is His body, the fullness of Him who fills all in all. (Ephesians 1:17-23)

May Yahweh bless you and keep you and make His face to shine upon you.  In the name of Yahshua the anointed one,
King of kings and Adonai of lords. Amen.

James Robertson
james@end-time-issues.org.za

24 December 2001
Ref: ETI: 1A1_01_12_02_Prophetic Strategic SWOT Analysis of the Body of Believers v 24 .pdf / .wpd

Telephone : (++27)-(0)-11-791-2327
Cell Phone : (++27)-(0)-83-251-6644
Postal Add : PostNet Suite 143, Private Bag X10030, Randburg,

  2125, Republic of South Africa
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FINANCIALFINANCIAL
The work of this ministry is financed by tithes and offerings by those who are led by the Spirit of Yahweh to contribute.

Currently we are experiencing clearance delays on donations to the End Time Issue Ministries bank account, to aid
our cash flow please make donations to my wife's account which has immediate clearance: 

Account Name : I Robertson; Account Number: 021 612 730
Bank : Standard Bank of South Africa; Branch : Randburg;
Branch Code: 01-80-05-90; International Swift Interbank code SBZAZAJJ 
Please include "ETI" in the transaction reference where possible and email deposit info to ensure that the funds are
received.

Many thanks and blessings to those who have contributed to this work. 

International (credit card amounts less that US$100) : www.paypal.com
Account - james@end-time-issues.org.za
 
For larger international credit card amounts we have a facility with World Pay  which has 28 day clearance.

ADMINISTRATIONADMINISTRATION
Administrative Appendices are only distributed to new subscribers.  Should you require this information please mail
us.

To be removed from the list please reply to this mail with the words “Please remove me from your list” on the first
line of the mail.

To be added to the list please reply to this mail with the words “Please add me to your list” on the first line of the mail.

Please forward this to any person who you think might find this information useful or challenging.

If you have difficulty with the standard Adobe Acrobat pdf attachment format or with the size of emails, please mail
us to move you to the html or plain text lists, the summary list or the monthly abstract list.
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HEBREW NAMES AND OTHER TERMSHEBREW NAMES AND OTHER TERMS
Since commencement of the list we have become increasingly aware that Yahweh {the LORD} is calling His people
to return to the true Names for the Father, the Son and the anointing and to depart from the names which have
pagan, Greek and unscriptural traditional roots.  Yahweh is calling His people to return to observance of the truetrue
SabbathSabbath (Saturday) and to acknowledge that Yahshua {Jesus} fulfilled TorahTorah (the Law of Moses) and did NOT abolish
it.

Yahweh is also calling His people to depart from the pagan festivals such as Easter (festival to the goddess Ishtar) and
Christmas (festival to the sun god and other pagan god’s celebrating the rebirth of the sun, celebrated with Christmas
trees which are actually Asherah poles).

Yahweh is calling His people to observe PassoverPassover and the feast of unleavened bread and the feast of unleavened bread (dates DO NOT coincide with
Easter), PentecostPentecost, thethe Day of Atonement Day of Atonement, and the Feast of Tabernacles the Feast of Tabernacles (Yahshua was born on the Great Day
of the Feast of Tabernacles) and also to observe the New Moons.

For this reason we now seek to use the correct anglicized Hebrew Names and English technical terms as appropriate.
We are also using a limited number of other Hebrew words where the English words either do not have the depth to
convey the true meaning or have become strongly associated with a wrong concept.

More detail is provided in various articles and in the Hebrew Names appendix to certain articles.  Briefly:

The true Name of the Creator, the Father, is “Yahweh”“Yahweh”, NOT “the LORD”.

“Lord” is in fact the correct translation of “Baal”“Baal” the pagan Phoenician deity condemned throughout Scripture.

The Hebrew word for “Lord” is “Adonai”“Adonai” and we therefore use this word instead of “Lord” where the sense of “Lord”
does not indicate “Yahweh”.

The true Name of the saviour, is “Yahshua”“Yahshua”, meaning “The Salvation of Yahweh” NOT “Jesus”.

The word typically translated “Christ” actually means “anointed”, “anointed one”, “anoint” or “anointing” depending
on the underlying semantics and refers to “the anointing of the Set Apart (Holy)“the anointing of the Set Apart (Holy) Spirit of Yahweh” Spirit of Yahweh”.  “Christ”
is NEVER the “name” of Yahshua, “Jesus Christ” indicates that Yahshua was “filled with” or “anointed with” or
“immersed in” the Set Apart (Holy) Spirit of Yahweh.
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The word “Holy” technically means in part “Set“Set Apart” Apart” which is the same concept behind “holy”, “sanctified” and
“saint” in other words “saint”, “holy person” and “sanctified person” are one and the same - they are people who are
“set apart” unto Yahweh.  “Holy” is therefore a declaration of “set apartness”, it is not a mystic title.

“The“The Holy [Set Apart] Spirit of Yahweh” Holy [Set Apart] Spirit of Yahweh” is that portion of the Spirit of Yahweh, the Almighty Creator of the
Heavens and the Earth that He SET’S APART as a gift to each one of His people.  This comprises an initial “betrothal
portion” of His Spirit when a person FIRST believes and then multiple subsequent portions given whenever a person
is “immersed” in the Holy Spirit during praise and worship when they draw close to Yahweh.

Note that since “Christ” refers to “anointing with the set apart Spirit of Yahweh” it is NOT correct to equate “Christ”
= “Jesus” or “Jesus” = “Christ”.  To the extent that “Messiah” is a commonly used representation of “Christ” and is
ALSO a technical term meaning “anoint” or “anointed one”, it is also NOT correct to equate “Messiah” = “Yahshua”
or vice versa.

HOWEVER, since “Christ” equates to “anointed with the Set Apart Holy Spirit of Yahweh”, it IS technically correct to
equate “Christ”“Christ” = “Yahweh” = “Yahweh” insofar as “Christ” is a special SUBSET of the Spirit of Yahweh APPORTIONED to a
specific individual.

The Word “God” or “god” is the name of a German pagan deity, the Hebrew word translated “God” is “Elohim”“Elohim” which
means “mighty one”, the words “Mighty“Mighty One” One” or the Name “Yahweh” is used instead of “God” depending on context.

Note that over the years Hebrew tradition has replaced the use of “Yahweh” the proper Name of the Creator with
“Elohim” and “Adonai” in daily spoken and written usage and even substituted this term in transcription of Scripture!
If “God”, “Elohim” and “Lord” are replaced with their fundamental Hebrew meanings we find that many verses of
Scripture do not make sense, in such cases we replace “Elohim” / “God” or “Adonai” / “Lord” with “Yahweh“Yahweh”.

The Hebrew word “chesed”“chesed” is translated “love” or “charity” or “loving kindness”, it refers to the full scope of the
covenant love of Yahweh for His people, as described in 1 Corinthians 13.  The word “chesed” or “chesed {love}” is
therefore used in some instances instead of “love”.

The Greek word translated “Cross” in fact means “stake”“stake” and is consistent with Scriptures relating to a “tree”.
Yahshua was “hung“hung on a tree” on a tree” or “impaled or executed on a stake”, NOT “crucified on a cross”, the wording “stake”
or “tree” is therefore used.  The “Cross” also has Satanic significance through the “Ankh”, “Tau” and other Satanic
crosses and contains overt sexual symbolism and we therefore avoid the use of the “cross” as a symbol.  There is no
such thing as a “Christian Cross”.
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The Hebrew word translated variously “wife”, “wives”, “woman” and “women” is “ishashah”“ishashah” and since there are
instances where Roman church thinking has influenced the use of these words in the translation, “ishashah” may on
occasion be used instead of the conventional English words.

Where it seems necessary to use present the commonly used words to aid understanding of readers, we place these
in curlycurly brackets brackets such as {Christ}, {love}, etc to indicate that the word in brackets, while commonly used, is a
technically inaccurate or flawed translation to be avoided except in the interests of legacy continuity.

Where it seems necessary to distinguish between the exact translation of the Hebrew or Greek and an amplified
version the amplification is presented in squaresquare brackets brackets such as “anointing [of the Set Apart Holy Spirit of
Yahweh]”.

ADOBE ACROBATADOBE ACROBAT

The attachment is in Adobe Acrobat format.  The Adobe Acrobat reader is installed on many systems but, if you do
not have it, it can be downloaded free of charge from http://www.adobe.com

Try double clicking on the attachment first, if you have the reader, the attachment will open, if not, you should be
prompted to download the reader.

If not, the download is available at:

http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html

Or, on the http://www.adobe.com web page click on the “Get Acrobat Reader” icon and follow the “Get Acrobat
Reader” links.

Select the options that suit you on the “Personal Use” download page.  We recommend you take the “Include option
for searching PDF files and accessibility support (longer download)” option which is 9.9 MB, without that option the
download is 8.6 MB.

Note that this is a reasonably large file and will take some time to download.  It could take 20 minutes to over an hour
depending on your communication links and Internet traffic at the time.  It is best to download this early in the
morning or over a weekend when Internet traffic is low.


